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ABC + D – FOR
DYSFUNCTIONAL

ABC managing director Russell Balding maintains that
the ABC Board is not dysfunctional. Strange, then, that
Maurice Newman – one of Australia’s most influential and
respected business leaders – felt the need to resign from
the ABC Board. In a letter to Communications Minister
Daryl Williams dated 28 May 2004, Mr Newman wrote
that he had “taken this decision” because he could “no
longer be assured that accepted governance standards 
will be observed on the Board”. Maurice Newman
referred to “the recent gross breach of [ABC] boardroom
confidentiality on the issue of independent monitoring of
ABC broadcasts”. He also mentioned the inability of his
fellow Board members to secure the agreement of the
Staff Elected Director [Ramona Koval] to the Board’s
governance protocols. Mr Newman indicated that this
“leaves open the potential for fur ther leaking of
boardroom deliberations and papers” which “will
seriously undermine trust and respect among directors
and the capacity of the Board to function effectively”.
Sounds dysfunctional? Sure does. 

The story so far. At the March 2004 ABC Board meeting, a
letter from Maurice Newman to the ABC chairman Donald
McDonald was tabled. The former recommended to the
latter that an independent media monitoring organisation
should be commissioned to carry out a review of bias at the
ABC. The issue was discussed at the April 2004 meeting.
Subsequently, the ABC managing director engaged
Rehame to monitor the ABC’s political coverage from
Budget day until the Federal election. This seemed a
harmless suggestion. But it angered the Staff Elected
Director - so much so that she wrote an angry email to
Donald McDonald on 6 May. This correspondence was
leaked to the ABC TV Media Watch program where the
proposal was bagged by presenter David Marr on 17 May.
In the process, Mr Marr pontificated: “There’s no systemic
political bias on the ABC”. So there. 

Interviewed by Tanya Nolan on the ABC Radio PM
program on 17 June 2004, Ramona Koval was asked about
the leak. The official ABC transcript reads as follows - TN:
Who do you think leaked that letter on the ABC’s
independent monitoring to Media Watch? (Silence) …I
take it that you can’t discuss it, or you won’t discuss it?
RK: Um, well I don’t think it’s right for me to accuse any
of my fellow Board directors. Um. TN: So do you know…
where it came from? RK: (After silence) Well, why don’t
you ask Media Watch? TN: Well, because you’ve been
accused of leaking that letter. RK: I’ve just explained to
you that I have not done anything that is improper. I have
always acted within my legal obligations. TN: But you
haven’t directly answered whether or not you were the
one. RK: That is my answer. 

And a manifestly inadequate answer at that. Ms Koval
refused to deny that she had leaked her own email to
Media Watch and she has refused to abide by the Board’s
governance protocols which cover, inter alia, the
confidentiality of Board decisions. In summary, the ABC
Board has lost an able director. The Staff Elected Director
refuses to abide by the Board’s governance protocols.
Meanwhile, Board discussions have been leaked to the
ABC’s very own Media Watch. Yet Russell Balding
believes that the ABC Board, as currently constructed, is
not dysfunctional. It’s called denial. 
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some time after the official opening, that this was, in
part at least, a shrine to the left-wing interpretation of
Australian history.  Then the Howard government
created the Australian Strategic Policy Institute
(ASPI) – only to find that, more often that not, it has
provided a platform for critics of the Coalition’s
defence and foreign policies.  John Howard
appointed David Flint as chairman of the Australian
Broadcasting Authority in 1997.  Professor Flint
mishandled the position and stepped down some four
months before his term was due to expire – not long
after the Prime Minister criticised Flint for not
disclosing letters which he had written to
broadcaster Alan Jones which were capable of raising
a conflict-of-interest issue.  And then there is the
(continuing) saga of the ABC.  It epitomises the
failure of the Howard government in the culture
wars, so far at least – and demonstrates that
intellectual battles are not won merely by placing
men and women deemed to have conservative views
in chairman or board positions.  

JOHN HOWARD AND THE ABC: 
PRE-1996
There is no record of John Howard having made any
criticism of any kind concerning the ABC before he
became prime minister in March 1996.  He was even
publicly silent when the ABC was criticised by Labor
Prime Minister Bob Hawke for its coverage of the
First Gulf War in 1990-1991.  In March 1995 the
Senate Select committee on ABC Management and
Operations – which was chaired by Senator Richard
Alston – released its report Our ABC.  Alston was
one of three Coalition politicians on the committee –
along with Senator Grant Chapman and Senator
John Tierney.

In Our ABC Senator Alston and his colleagues
declared that the Committee:

• believes strongly that the basic structure
of the ABC is sound and that the need for
a quality national broadcaster is greater
today than it was a decade ago [and]

• supports the maintenance of ABC
funding at least at its current level [and]
the continuation of the triennial funding
arrangements…

The Committee recommended, inter alia, that “no
changes to the existing structure of TV news and
current affairs should be made without full
consultation with staff, the obtaining of detailed
research information, and comprehensive
consideration by the Board of all the relevant issues”.
It also held that “whilst it is not contended that
governments should never appoint persons with
known political allegiances, such appointments

THE ABC –
AND THE
HOWARD

GOVERNMENT
Gerard Henderson

T alk about an over-statement.  In the Power 2003
survey (published in the October 2003 issue of The

Australian Financial Review Magazine), journalist
Andrew Clark declared that “Prime Minister John
Howard commands all he surveys”.  This overlooked the
fact that John Howard does not control the Senate (where
the Coalition is four votes short of a majority), or the
Australian State and Territory governments (all of which
have Labor administrations), or the judiciary – or more
besides. In fact, at times of private reflection, members of
the Liberal - National  Party Coalition government are
more likely to discuss the limitations of power than to
proclaim that they command all they survey.

In his Power 2003 article titled “Advantage Howard”,
Andrew Clark also reflected on the Howard government’s
real or potential power with respect to the media:

In Australia, Howard and his Communications
Minister Senator Richard Alston, even raised
the prospect of institutionalised state
harassment of the national broadcaster. This
follows the threatened introduction of an
official body to adjudicate on complaints
against ABC news and current affairs
following the dismissal of most of Alston’s
complaints against the ABC’s coverage of the
[Iraq] conflict.

It is true that the Howard government has been able to
get most of its legislation through the Senate – even if this
has required compromising some positions on
privatisation, industrial relations, tax reform, education
and health.  This is a considerable achievement – in view
of the detailed negotiations required on such legislation
with some or all of the Democrats and Independents.
However, the Howard government has not even had
qualified success in what are termed “the culture wars”.

LOSING THE BATTLE IN THE
CULTURE WARS
The Howard government funded the creation of the
National Museum of Australia – only to discover,
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should be kept to a minimum and should not be
confined to one side of politics”.

In other words, in 1995, the then Shadow Minister for
Communications, Richard Alston, did not identify any
problems with the ABC – in so far as its structure or
content were concerned.  John Howard was silent on
this issue – as he had been as a minister in Malcolm
Fraser’s government and in opposition during the
Hawke and Keating governments.  However, John
Howard’s attitude changed almost as soon as the
Coalition won office in March 1996.  The Prime
Minister’s view was soon reflected by his new
Communications Minister – Richard Alston.

JOHN HOWARD AND THE ABC: 
POST-1996
Soon after he became Prime Minister, in an interview
with journalist Michelle Grattan (The Age, 8 June
1996), John Howard described the ABC as
“politically correct to a fault” - maintaining that “one
of the weaknesses of the ABC” was that it expressed
a “conventional view” rather than a “range of views”.
He added that he could be “almost certain” that ABC
presenters and journalists would say “exactly the
same thing” on any given issue and added that “one
of the weaknesses of the ABC is that there is an
entirely predictable ABC view which comes out with
complete predictability”.  When John Howard used
the terms “conventional” and “politically correct” in
this context he meant “left-wing”.

On 18 July 1996, during an interview with Neil
Mitchell on Radio 3AW, John Howard returned to
this theme – commenting: “I want an ABC in this
country which is equally critical of the Labor Party
and the Liberal Party and an ABC that, on occasions,
is equally praiseworthy of the two sides of politics –
according to the merits of the issue.” He added that
the views expressed on the ABC, particularly on
“social issues”, were “too narrowly based compared
with, say, the range of views that might be heard on
3AW [or] 2UE…”.

Then, on 20 July 1996, the Canberra Times published
an interview which Peter Cole-Adams had conducted
with the Prime Minister.  Here John Howard made a
call for political balance at the ABC which has
reverberated through the years of his government:

I think one of the weaknesses of the ABC
is that it doesn’t have a right-wing Phillip
Adams. I think that would be a good idea.
It would make a lot of people feel things
were better. That example epitomises the
difficulty.

Thus commenced the search – which the ABC itself
ultimately embraced – for a “right-wing Phillip

Adams”.  This was a serious misjudgment on the
Prime Minister’s part.  First, John Howard seemed
unaware that – among the intelligentsia – the label
“right-wing” is a term of abuse.  Second, it gave
undue prominence to ABC Radio National Late Night
Live presenter Phillip Adams.  Third, the call for a
“right-wing Phillip Adams” could only make it more
difficult for a political conservative to take up a
position as an ABC presenter – if only because he or
she would be regarded as having been appointed to
adapt to the whim of the Prime Minister and would
be continually assessed with respect to Adams.
Fourth, the “right-wing Phillip Adams” mantra
implied that the ABC’s lack of political pluralism
could be adequately addressed by the appointment of
one so-called right-winger.  Just one.

MICHAEL DUFFY AS A “RIGHT WING
PHILLIP ADAMS”
In any event, John Howard’s call was made in July
1996.  And, lo and behold, in May 2004 – just under
eight years later – the ABC announced that publisher
and newspaper columnist Michael Duffy would
present a new commentary program on Radio
National titled Counterpoint. The title was a give-
away.  So was the ABC’s media release (dated 3 May
2004) announcing the appointment – which was
headed “Duffy provides the Counterpoint”. Counter
point to what?

On 6 May 2004 The Australian’s page one “puff” read
– “The ABC’s Right-Wing Phillip Adams – Radio
National Hires Michael Duffy”.  This was a lead to a
story in the paper’s weekly Media section by Errol
Simper headed: “ABC hires Duffy as its ‘right-wing
Adams’” who commented : 

Neither Duffy nor RN’s manager, Mark
Collier, attempt to mask the fact that the
new program will attempt to balance
perceived pro-left views expressed by
Phillip Adams (Late Night Live) and other
ABC identities.

It so happened that, on 9 May 2001, Duffy had been a
panellist on Phillip Adams’ highly self-indulgent
edition of Late Night Live entitled “Where is the Right-
Wing Phillip Adams?”.  The program was chaired by
Adams himself.  Other panellists were Andrew Bolt,
Greg Barns, Catharine Lumby, and David Marr.  It
took the ABC some three years to find its “right-wing
Phillip Adams” after this program aired.

It is difficult to see how Duffy can “balance” Adams -
without even considering such other RN leftist
presenters as Terry Lane and Sandy McCutcheon –
let alone the likes of George Negus on ABC TV.
There is even a problem with time allocations.
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Counterpoint runs each Monday from 4.05 pm to 5
pm - with a repeat at 2 am (yes) on Wednesday - i.e.
55 minutes a week at a busy time of the working day,
but before the Drivetime peak.  Late Night Live airs
from 10.05 pm to 11 pm on Mondays to Thursdays
with repeats from Tuesday to Friday at 4.05 pm.  In
other words, Duffy gets 55 minutes airtime during
normal hours each week – Adams is on air for 440
minutes.  An unusual concept of “balance”, to be sure.

For what it’s worth, Duffy told Simper that he is not
a conservative: “I’m really a small ‘l’ liberal.  I’m not
such a conservative.  I’m not a Christian, for
example.” Certainly Duffy does not have a set of
predictable views, conservative or otherwise.  He is a
supporter of economic reform but once defended
Pauline Hanson against some of her critics.

Writing in his (then) column in The Weekend
Australian on 6-7 June 1998, Michael Duffy opined:

According to the dictionary, a racist is one
who believes that different races have
different sets of inherent qualities. A
racist may also (and usually does) believe
that some races are superior to others. I
have heard Hanson speak, and read
everything I could find by her. I can’t find
anything there specifically to support the
charge of racism which has been hurled at
her so often. She might be stupid, unkind,
inept or even deranged, but she has said
many times that’s she’s not racist, and
defied her critics to come up with the
evidence. It’s a fair enough request.

This was a surprising view of Pauline Hanson’s
attitude to race.  After all, in her inaugural speech on
10 September 1996, the Independent MP for Oxley
alleged that Aborigines wanted to take her land and
warned that Australia is “in danger of being swamped
by Asians” who “have their own culture and religion,
form ghettos and do not assimilate”.  Ms Hanson
offered no evidence to support her position.
Certainly this comment was both offensive and
inaccurate.  To at least some it was racist – in that it
fitted Duffy’s own definition of a racist.  Namely,
someone who believes that some races are superior
to others – in this instance with respect to
assimilation.  It turned out that Duffy’s column on
Hanson was his penultimate piece.  His contribution
on 13-14 June 1998 commenced: “This is the last
column I am writing” – the subject was over-
population. He gave no reason for his departure from
The Weekend Australian.

Soon after, Catharine Lumby wrote an article titled
“Looking for Mr Right” in The Bulletin (20 July 1999).
She reported, at some length, the views of

conservative commentator Christopher Pearson
about some of his conservative colleagues:

“Few of the editors of the major media
believe in untrammelled debate,” he says.
“There are some orthodoxies which are
simply not available for public scrutiny.
Aboriginal reconciliation is a sacred cow,
for instance … An awful lot of people are
frightened to do their own thinking.”
Pearson goes on to give examples of
writers and thinkers who’ve been gagged.
In one case, he claims that a tape of an
interview with two prominent critics of
political correctness for ABC Radio was
mysteriously erased. Another concerns a
prominent commentator who Pearson
says had his column axed for daring to
suggest that Pauline Hanson wasn’t a
racist but a xenophobe.

Christopher Pearson seems to have told Lumby that
Duffy lost his column in The Weekend Australian on
account of his views on Hanson.  Whatever the reason
for his exit from News Limited’s Australian, Duffy soon
surfaced again as a columnist for New Limited’s Daily
Telegraph in Sydney and Courier Mail in Brisbane.

For the most part, Duffy is no predictable right-
winger.  Even so, he is now branded with the “right-
wing Phillip Adams” label. It is unlikely that Duffy’s
belated appointment for a one hour weekly gig on
Radio National will convince John Howard that the
ABC has the kind of pluralism among presenters,
journalists and producers which he commenced
advocating in mid 1996. In fact, Counterpoint is not
dramatically different from much of the
programming on Radio National.  Take, for example,
the 7 June 2004 program on the topic “Is Australia
Right-Wing?”  The guests were Owen Harris (a
conservative who opposes George W. Bush / Tony
Blair / John Howard policy on Iraq), Juliana Engberg
(artistic director, Australian Centre for Contemporary
Art) and, wait for it, Phillip Adams. Adams maintained
that the contemporary left is best identified with
“altruism”. Engbert agreed - without qualification of
any kind. She also maintained that “the right is, in
fact, actually a form of dictatorship”.  Unlike the left,
apparently. On 7 June 2004 there was no real counter
point on Counterpoint.

If Labor wins the 2004 Federal election, the
continuing lack of pluralism on the ABC may, or may
not, matter.  But if the Howard government is
returned, it is likely that the tensions between the
public broadcaster and the ABC will continue over
what is best termed the prevalence of left-wing
fashions – or what some describe as “bias”. 



RICHARD ALSTON’S COMPLAINT
Following the election of March 1996, it soon became
evident that the Coalition had two core criticisms of
the ABC.  John Howard wanted the ABC staff to be
genuinely pluralistic on political and social issues.
And Richard Alston wanted an improved complaints
procedure.  Both wishes could have been granted
immediately, without any deleterious effect on the
ABC.  Indeed both proposals, if implemented, would
have improved the public broadcaster.  But the ABC
made no gesture towards the Prime Minister until
the appointment of Michael Duffy in mid 2004.  And
the ABC is still in disagreement with the Howard
government over its complaints procedure – even
after Daryl Williams replaced Richard Alston as
Communications Minister in late 2003.  

On 24 June 2004, ABC managing director Russell
Balding wrote to The Age:

Over the past two years the ABC has
enhanced its complaints handling
processes to the point where they are
now, without doubt, best practice in terms
of Australian standards and second to
none internationally …

No doubt, Balding believes this.  It’s just that the
Howard government – which funds the ABC via its
allocation of taxpayer funds – holds a different view.
On the same day as the ABC managing director’s
letter was published in The Age, Daryl Williams
addressed an Australian Broadcasting Authority
conference in Canberra. The then Communications
Minister made it very clear that the Howard
government did not regard the ABC’s complaints
procedures as world’s best practice:

In relation to our national broadcasters,
we have been to looking at ways to ensure
that the community’s legitimately high
expectations are met by establishing
greater rigour and independence in the
handling of complaints. The boards of
both the ABC and SBS have a
responsibility to ensure that the national
broadcasters meet their legislative and
Charter obligations, particularly in relation
to news and current affairs. An important
component of this is the operation of a
rigorous and independent complaints-
handling process in which the public can
have confidence. Details of the proposed
changes are the subject of ongoing
discussion between the government and
the broadcasters.

The Williams position should come as no surprise
to the ABC – in view of the personal involvement of

his predecessor in the public broadcaster’s
complaints process.

On 28 May 2003 Richard Alston announced that he
had written to ABC managing director Russell
Balding “seeking an urgent investigation into the AM
program’s coverage of the recent Iraq conflict”.  He
attached a 17 page document setting out, on a case by
case basis, 68 specific complaints.  On 30 May 2003
Balding was reported as declaring his intention to
treat the matter as “an ordinary complaint”.  He
decided to refer the matter to the ABC’s Complaints
Review Executive (CRE) which is based on
Melbourne and headed by Murray Green.  In a letter
to Alston dated 4 October 2003, Russell Balding
described the one person CRE as a “newly
established independent complaints review
executive”.

THE ABC’S RESPONSE: 
MURRAY GREEN
A graduate in Arts (Victoria University of Wellington)
and Law (University of New England), Murray Green
joined the ABC in 1988 as manager of ABC Radio
6WF in Perth.  Before that, he had been manager of
the community station 6NR – based at the Curtin
Institute of Technology. In 1992 he moved to
Melbourne as Manager Radio Victoria.  In 1997 he
was promoted to State Manager Victoria and in 2000
further advanced to State Director Victoria . In other
words, the person Balding describes as head of
ABC’s “independent” Complaints Review Executive
is, in fact, a full-time ABC employee who reports to
the ABC managing director in Sydney.  In fact, Green
is one of the ABC’s most senior executives.  How
independent is that?

The evidence suggests that Murray Green did treat
Richard Alston’s representations as an “ordinary”
complaint – ordinary in that it is not unusual for ABC
types to treat complaints with disdain.  It seems that
no exceptions are made – even for the
Communications Minister.

Murray Green’s determination, running for 130
pages, was released on 21 July 2003.  Green went out
of his way to lecture the complainant.  He accused
Alston of (i) “selectively quoting” – an allegation of
intellectual dishonesty, (ii) advocating his own
“evaluative assessments of the ABC” – an allegation
of double standards, (iii) “pressing … for
partisanship” – an allegation that the complainant
advocated his own kind of bias, (iv) not possessing “a
full understanding of the forms of analysis that are
part of political reporting” – an allegation of
ignorance, (v) lacking an “awareness of the political
debate” – another allegation of ignorance, (vi) “not
being straight forward” – another allegation of
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intellectual dishonesty and (vii) engaging in “value
judgment”.  And more besides.

Certainly Green upheld Alston’s complaints in two
instances: viz. Complaint 6 and Complaint 58.  Yet,
even here, he seemed to do so with qualifications.

• On 22 March 2003 John Shovelan, AM’s reporter
in Washington DC, made the following comment:

White House spokesman, Ari Fleischer,
said the President hadn’t watched the
opening of the air offensive on television,
an indication of just how sensitive he is to
launching a massive bombing campaign
in an area so heavily populated. (emphasis
added)

In his report, Murray Green found against Shovelan in
this instance – but with certain reservations. He wrote:

However, in my view, it was … a matter of
conjecture to link the apparent sensitivity
of the President about television watching
with the President’s alleged sensitivity
about watching the bombing campaign
unfold over Baghdad. In upholding
Complaint 6, I do not regard this as
evidence of a lack of impartiality or
endemic anti-Americanism. Rather, the
conjecture concerning the President’s
motivation should have been expressed
more tentatively.

• On 9 April 2003, John Shovelan introduced a
report with the following (sarcasm-laden) comment
concerning the loss of civilian and military life in
Iraq: “Oh the civility of this US military.  The daily
Pentagon briefing begins with an illustration of its
mercy and kindness.”

In his report Murray Green found against John
Shovelan – again with reservations:

Complaint 58 is upheld. The introduction
to this item (“Oh the civility of this US
military. The daily Pentagon briefing
begins with an illustration of its mercy and
kindness.”) is sarcastic in tone and, in my
view, excessive. There is no justification,
however, to extrapolate this item in order
to demonstrate a pattern of endemic anti-
Americanism. The purpose of the
reporter’s critique was to describe the
nature of this Pentagon briefing.

It is not clear what this finding actually means – and
no explanation is provided as to why the comment is
not regarded as anti-American. In fact, on the
available evidence, Green could have found that

Shovelan does not like George W.  Bush or the
United States military.  

On occasions, Murray Green’s findings were even
more subjective when he ruled against Richard Alston.
Complaint 2, for example.  Green decided that AM
presenter Linda Mottram’s comment (on 21 March
2003) that “tens of thousands of people have taken to
the streets across the Middle East” to demonstrate
against the  Coalition of the Willing “appears to be
accurate”.  To come to this finding, Green overlooked
evidence in his own report that no such “Arab Street”
protests had taken place in the Gulf States – e.g.
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates.  In other words, Alston was correct.
Mottram’s introduction should have reported protests
in large parts of – (but not across) – the Middle East.
Murray Green simply ignored this error.

THE ABC’S RESPONSE: THE ICRP
Not surprisingly, Richard Alston was unsatisfied with
Murray Green’s findings.  Without consulting Alston,
Balding referred his complaint to the Independent
Complaints Review Panel.  The ICRP was established
in 1991, following criticism by the Hawke
government of the ABC’s coverage of the First Gulf
War.  The members of the ICRP who examined
Senator Alston’s complaints were: Ted Thomas
(convenor), Michael Chesterman, Bob Johnson,
Margaret Jones and Stephan Kerkyasharian.  None
are ABC employees – all were appointed by the ABC
Board to the ICRP.  The ICRP report on the Alston
complaint was released on 10 October 2003.

The ICRP agreed with Murray Green’s decision to
uphold two of Richard Alston’s 68 complaints – i.e.
Complaint 6 and Complaint 58.  Alston withdrew three
complaints.  The ICRP upheld a further 12 of the
remaining 63 complaints – finding that “in relation to 12
of these complaints, the Panel has found that, within an
individual broadcast, one or more statements by a
presenter or a reporter displayed serious bias”.  In
relation to a further four complaints, the ICRP identified
“breaches of an ABC editorial directive requiring
presenters or reporters to refrain from ‘emotional
language or editorialisation’ in reporting the war”.  The
ICRP also found that in relation to one complaint
“sources were not identified adequately”.  Despite
finding for the complainant with respect to an additional
17 matters, the ICRP found “no evidence overall, of
biased and anti-Coalition [of the Willing] coverage as
alleged by the Minister [Richard Alston]”.

THE ABC’S RESPONSE: 
LINDA MOTTRAM AND DAVID MARR
Richard Alston decided to take his remaining option
for complaint – to the Australian Broadcasting
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Authority.  That was his response to the ICRP report
– the ABA is still considering the matter.  So, how did
the ABC respond to the ICRP report?

• Linda Mottram – in her (then) capacity as
“Compere, AM” – wrote to The Australian (14
October 2003).  She accused the ICRP of lack of “due
process” and a denial of “natural justice”.  Mottram
also accused the ICRP of (i) displaying “a complete
lack of understanding of the job of journalism”, (ii) of
not understanding “dictionary definitions of words”
and (iii) of lacking the necessary “scholarship” and
“forensic research” capacity.  Subsequently Linda
Mottram (The Weekend Australian 18-19 October
2003) confirmed that she did not accept the ICRP’s
findings and declared that, following the ICRP
report, “nobody” at the ABC was telling her to “do
anything differently”.

• David Marr then used the ABC TV Media Watch
program on 3 November 2003 to comprehensively
bag the ICRP report.  Marr described the ICRP’s
findings as “not good enough”.

RUSSELL BALDING AS ABC 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Russell Balding regards the ABC’s complaints
procedures as “best practice” – despite the fact that
ABC staff who are involved in the complaints process
refuse to accept the ICRP’s findings.  And despite the
fact that Media Watch – the public broadcaster’s prime
media program – sees fit to bag the ICRP’s findings.

In the period between the publication of Murray
Green’s report and Russell Balding’s decision to
refer the issue to the ICRP, there was some criticism
of the adequacy of the ICRP to adjudicate complaints
about ABC programs.  Balding saw fit to write an
article in The Australian (31 July 2003) in which he
commented that “the questioning of the integrity and
credibility of this group of professionals has been
nothing short of offensive”.  Yet the ABC managing
director made no public comment when Linda
Mottram and David Marr openly queried the ICRP’s
credibility and that of its members.

Russell Balding is a competent accountant and an
able manager.  Yet he is quite out of his depth when
required to act in his capacity as ABC editor-in-chief.
Put simply, he does not have the intellectual fire
power to take on a Phillip Adams or a David Marr.
Balding seems to believe that the argument over
ABC “bias” turns on whether it is pro or anti the
Coalition or Labor.  This has never been the issue.  As
Melbourne academic (and one-time leftist) Douglas
Kirsner has argued: “For decades ABC journalists
have been to the left of any of the parties in

government and have been critical of both sides from
that perspective: (The Age, 2 July 2003).

Balding does not understand this.  Yet, for example,
the problem can be readily demonstrated just by
listing the names of presenters of Media Watch since
it was established in 1988.  Namely, Stuart Littlemore
(1988-1998 and 2001), Richard Ackland (1998-1999),
Paul Barry (2000) and David Marr (2000 – ).  None
could be said to be barrackers for Labor – but all are
of leftist or left-liberal disposition.  The program does
not involve critical discussion.  Rather it provides a
forum for the presenter to hand down ex-cathedra
pronouncements on the media – and, occasionally, on
domestic politics, foreign policy and more besides.

Media Watch’s coverage of the Report of the Inquiry into
the Circumstances Surrounding the Death of Dr David
Kelly C.M.G. by Lord Hutton is a case in point.  On 9
February 2004, David Marr asserted that the original
story run by BBC journalist Andrew Gilligan “was
essentially correct” and bagged the Hutton Report.
This was but one view – but it was the only view heard
on Media Watch. Former academic and one-time ABC
journalist Sally Begbie presented a detailed case to
The Sydney Institute on 23 March 2004 defending
Lord Hutton’s findings.  This position was not even
canvassed by David Marr on Media Watch.

Russell Balding maintains that Media Watch is a
program of opinion and comment which does not
represent, or claim to present, the ABC’s
management’s views on particular issues.  Fair
enough.  However, there is no such disclosure at the
commencement or end of Media Watch.  Moreover,
as ABC managing director, Balding is responsible for
the employment (whether on a permanent or
contract basis) of Media Watch’s presenter. So the
anomalous position has developed where Balding
believes that it is proper for him to publicly lambast
critics of the ICRP who supported Richard Alston on
the AM’s Iraq coverage - but believes it is improper
for him to criticise David Marr for identical
behaviour.  Bizarre.  Really bizarre.

Russell Balding does not even recognise that the
ABC’s lack of pluralism is a problem.  He thinks of
“balance” issues in terms of such political parties as
the Liberals and Labor.  Hence his decision to enlist
Rehame to monitor the ABC for balance – from the
night of the May 2004 Budget until the evening of the
forthcoming Federal election.  Since the ABC seldom
barracks for the ALP over the Coalition – or vice
versa – this is essentially a (harmless) waste of
money.  More seriously, it indicates that the ABC’s
managing director does not understand the position
taken by many of the public broadcaster’s critics –
who object to the ABC’s prevailing letism or left-
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liberalism and not to its support for either one of the
two mainstream political parties.

The Howard government’s essential error, in this
particular front of the culture war, was to assume that
the ABC could be reformed through appointments of
the chairman and the Board.  John Howard
appointed Donald McDonald as ABC chairman in
1996 and, subsequently, extended his term.  With the
exception of the Staff Elected Director Ramona Koval
(see editorial), all the current members of the ABC
Board have been chosen by the Howard government.
The principal role of the Board is to appoint the
ABC’s managing director and to oversee the
organisation’s corporate governance.  In addition to
this, the chairman enjoys the perogative of choosing
the annual Boyer lecturer.

The Board chose Jonathan Shier at the expiry of
Brian Johns’ term.  It was not a successful
appointment.  Shier had been out of Australia since
the mid 1970s and, consequently, did not understand
the public broadcaster’s culture.  In addition, his
managerial skills were criticised by some Board
members and he had a serious fall-out with
McDonald.  Russell Balding assumed the position of
acting managing director following Shier’s exit – and
was confirmed in this position in 2002.  An
accountant by training, he worked at the New South
Wales Department of Main Roads before joining the
public broadcaster.  Balding is not well equipped to
fill the editor-in-chief component of the ABC
managing editor’s tasks.

The ABC Board does not run the public broadcaster
on a day-to-day basis.  That is the function of the
managing director and his executives.  Whatever the
justification for Jonathan Shier’s removal, it
reinforced the perception that the staff – not the
management – controls the ABC.  Today Donald
McDonald is regarded as something of a hero among
many ABC staffers – since he is perceived as
defending the public broadcaster against
government criticism. Also McDonald’s role in the
effective dismissal of Jonathon Shier – and the
appointment of Russell Balding – is much admired by
ABC staffers. 

FAILURE IN THE CULTURE WARS
Andrew Clark’s analysis is seriously flawed.  John
Howard does not “command all he surveys” at the ABC.
And the Howard government is not involved in
“institutionalised state harassment” with respect to the
ABC.  In fact, presenters, journalists and producers
remain in control at the ABC - and the fashions that
prevail at the public broadcaster remain leftist, or left-
liberal, ones.  What’s more, the ABC’s complaints

procedures are the creation of the public broadcaster –
they have not been imposed by the Howard
government.  If the Howard government is intent on
prevailing in the culture wars, there are many battles
ahead.  If Labor wins the 2004 Federal election, the
failure to reform the ABC will go down in history as one
of the Howard government’s policy failures.

Certainly the ABC’s coverage of the Second Gulf War
was more balanced than that of the First Gulf War a
decade earlier.  Ironically the key cultural
improvement occurred following Bob Hawke’s public
criticisms of the ABC circa 1990 – 1991. The Hawke
government was not the cultural warrior that the
Howard Labor government would like to be.  Yet, with
respect to the ABC, it achieved more than its Coalition
successor – primarily because it better understood the
(intellectual) battleground. 

POSTSCRIPT
On 16 July 2004 the Australian Financial Review
returned to its theme that the Howard government 
has dramatically changed Australia’s culture.  A lead
article by Pamela Williams referred to “Howard’s
empire” and maintained that “men and women
appointed to positions of power across the country [by
the Howard government] form a conservative river as
deep as it is wide”. 

ABC chairman Donald McDonald was described as
“perhaps closer to Howard than any other”.  However,
Williams neglected to discuss precisely why no
“conservative river” flows within the ABC.  There was
also reference to Michael Kroger – but no mention of
the fact that he had  left the ABC Board disillusioned
with its performance under McDonald’s chairmanship.
Pamela Williams also cited Maurice Newman, whom
she referred to as “another close Howard confidant” –
but acknowledged that his resignation from the ABC
Board was “one down for the government”.

Pamela Williams reported that McDonald and Newman
were regulars “at the Prime Minister’s pre-Christmas
drinks and other functions on the lawns of Kirribilli
House”.  Maybe they are.  But there is no causal
connection between socialising on Sydney Harbour and
overseeing cultural change at the ABC.

Gerard Henderson is Executive Director of The Sydney
Institute
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THE
AUSTRALIAN-

AMERICAN
ALLIANCE:
HISTORY 

AND (LABOR)
MYTH
John Kunkel

Australia’s alliance with the United States has
emerged as one of the hottest political topics of

2004.  In a keynote national security speech on 18 June,
Prime Minister John Howard charged Labor leader
Mark Latham with having “embarked on a course that
would damage our alliance relationship”.  This followed
on President George W. Bush’s earlier statement that
Mr Latham’s policy to withdraw Australian forces from
Iraq by Christmas was “disastrous”.

Labor’s response has been to cite a history of
continuous support for the alliance going back to 
Prime Minister John Curtin’s celebrated “look to
America” statement at the end of 1941.  Both Latham
and Labor’s foreign affairs spokesman Kevin Rudd 
have consistently argued that the alliance is a Labor
legacy.  As Rudd puts it: “Under Curtin, Labor 
began Australia’s alliance with the US – an alliance 
we have supported under 12 US presidents and 12
Australian prime ministers for 63 years.” (The Sun-
Herald, 2 May 2004).

But the history of the alliance is not so simple.
According to virtually all respected opinion on
Australian foreign policy and on the alliance itself, the
“Labor legacy”story overstates things.  While war-
time cooperation might qualify as an “alliance” for
practical purposes, the fact is that this close
relationship did not survive the end of the World War
II.  There was certainly no “alliance” under Labor
Prime Minister Ben Chifley.  

An enduring pact only dates from the Menzies
Government that proposed and signed the ANZUS
Treaty.  In short, there is no continuous alliance back
to 1941 – only to 1951.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CURTIN CALL
Australian government efforts to involve the United
States in the security affairs of the Western Pacific go
back to Alfred Deakin’s invitation to the US “Great
White Fleet” to visit Australia in 1908. More
deliberate moves for a formal security agreement
date from the mid-1930s when the conservative
government of Joe Lyons first proposed a Pacific
defence pact. 

While John Curtin’s 1941 “look to America”
statement gave new impetus to this push, there is a
remarkable unanimity among scholars that there is
less to the Curtin legacy than meets the eye.  

According to many historians, Curtin was simply
responding to strategic necessity and to events that
had already been set in train.  Peter Edwards (1975)
has explored how the “look to America” strategy
actually began with Lyons and Robert Menzies and
gained strength when Richard Casey was appointed
Australia’s first minister in Washington in February
1940. Carl Bridge (1991: 38) offers a more
comprehensive challenge, arguing that Australians’
“perceptions of their country’s relationship with
Britain and the United States in World War II are
hopelessly distorted by hindsight and by Labor
patriotic myths”. 

According to Bridge (1991: 5), “Curtin’s ‘look to
America’ was merely an attempt to acknowledge, or
rather to pretend to have initiated, a decision that F D
Roosevelt and the British Prime Minister, Winston
Churchill, had already made about Australia’s
defence.” Bridge (1991: 39) argues that “Curtin’s
recall of the divisions [from the Middle East] was
anticipated in Menzies’s policies, as was his ‘look to
America’. The defence of Australia by the United
States had been implicit in British and United States
policy since early 1941, whether Australia liked it or
not, though, of course, such guarantees could not be
made publicly in the American political climate, nor
could they easily be made to Australia, where faith in
the British protective shield was necessary to keep
the war effort at full steam.”

Other scholars have similarly downplayed the
significance of the Curtin statement, both in terms of
its break with the past and its future implications.
Coral Bell (1988: 23) states that “the Curtin statement
was not a new departure, merely the resurfacing with
much publicity of a view that had earlier remained
mostly sotto voce, and had been somewhat forgotten in
the assorted disputes with the USA in the 1930s”. As
to its future significance, David Goldsworthy (2002:
15) argues that it “is clear enough … that Curtin did
not expect a formal ongoing alliance with the United
States, and neither did the United States give him any
reason to hope for one”. In short, the notion of a
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continuous Australian-American alliance dating back
to Curtin is simply wrong.

Roger Bell (1977: 226) concluded in his critical study
of the relationship by arguing that “the impact of the
necessary war time association on relations
immediately after World War II should not be
overstated. It did not constitute a decisive turning-
point as has often been implied. No special or
enduring bilateral political, security or economic
relationship developed as a result of effective
collaboration against Japan.”

Even historians sympathetic to Curtin and the Labor
myth do not go so far as to claim that he deliberately
set out to initiate an alliance relationship. According
to David Day (1991: 56) Curtin’s message “was
meant as neither a declaration of independence nor a
public appeal for United States help. Rather, it was
what it purported to be – a message to the Australian
people, drafted mainly by Curtin’s press secretary,
alerting Australians to the danger the country was
facing. It was written in the context of alarming
reports from the Australian representative in
Singapore warning of its inevitable capture and was
meant to put an end to the lackadaisical attitude
within Australia towards the war.”

CURTIN PITCHES FOR THE EMPIRE
Importantly, the Latham-Rudd line ignores the fact
that under both Curtin and Chifley Australia swung
back towards a closer strategic relationship with
Britain, even before the end of the Pacific War. In the
words of Coral Bell (1988: 30), “the discomforts in
wartime of an excessive strategic dependency was one
of the factors responsible for a sort of half or three-
quarter turn back towards the British connection, as
against the American one, in Australian policy-makers’
attitudes from about the end of 1943”. 

At the Labor Party conference of December 1943,
Curtin called for closer coordination of the British
Empire with the creation of a permanent imperial
secretariat which could be shifted among the
different capitals of the empire (Day 2000: 525). Day
(2000: 522) notes that Curtin was “returning to a
commitment to the British Empire as the surest way
of providing for Australia’s postwar security while
also amplifying the voice that Australia would
otherwise have in the world”. He also claims that
Curtin’s war-time experiences “caused him to regard
the United States as a predatory economic and
military power that would curb Australia’s own
ambitions in the Pacific” (Day 2000: 525).

These ambitions were elaborated in January 1944
with the so-called Anzac agreement in which Australia

and New Zealand unilaterally declared their region of
the Pacific a sphere of influence over which they
intended to exercise predominant power. External
Affairs Minister H.V. Evatt assured the British at the
time that the agreement was aimed principally at
curbing US territorial ambitions. Not surprisingly, the
Americans refused to attend a conference proposed
by Evatt as a means of seeking international
recognition for the terms of the Anzac agreement. 

The reality is that both Curtin and later Chifley were
suspicious of post-war US intentions which, in turn, led
them to neglect and mismanage the relationship from
the closing period of the war through to Labor’s
electoral defeat in December 1949. For nearly two
years, Curtin refused repeated invitations from
Roosevelt to visit Washington (Day 2000: 534). By the
time he finally did so, he’d already articulated his plans
to reinvigorate an empire-centred defence strategy. 

Day (2000: 537) records that in January 1944,
“Roosevelt had invited Curtin to the United States
and suggested that he stay for two days at the White
House where they could have had extensive
discussions. Among the many things that Roosevelt
had then wanted to discuss with Curtin were ‘the
future military, naval and air protection of Australia
and, in a preliminary way at least, the disposition of
the Japanese-owned mandated or controlled islands.
Also … about the future policing of the whole Pacific
and Asiatic area’. … Instead of accepting this
invitation, Curtin advised that he would call by later
on his way to London. By then, the declaration of the
Anzac conference had needlessly offended the
Americans and the substantive talks that Roosevelt
had foreshadowed did not eventuate.”

Curtin’s eventual visit in April 1944 yielded little of
substance. His only meeting with Roosevelt was in
South Carolina where the president was recuperating
and where the main topic of discussion was the ill-
considered Anzac declaration. Curtin went on to
Washington, but he lost two days due to his own
illness, including his full schedule of official
engagements with Secretary of State George
Marshall and the Navy and War secretaries (Day
2000: 538-539). Having missed his only opportunity
for high-level, personal dialogue with the Americans
about post-war collaboration, Curtin moved on to
London where he unsuccessfully pushed his plans
for closer imperial defence cooperation.

CHIFLEY AND THE EVATT FACTOR
Under Chifley, foreign policy was left largely in the
erratic hands of Evatt with the result that relations
between the Labor Government and the Americans
became distinctly chilly in the second half of the
1940s. Chifley himself preferred to concentrate his
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energies on economic issues with an emphasis on
support for Britain and the Sterling Area, including
through import controls that reduced Australia’s
expenditure of US dollars. Like Curtin, Chifley was
suspicious of American power and he appears to have
embraced a form of moral equivalence in the early
stages of the Cold War, even though he had visited
Europe during the Berlin airlift. 

In his biography of Chifley, David Day (2001: 474)
notes that: “Privately, he [Chifley] believed that the
United States was just as intent on domination [as the
Soviet Union], at least economically.” Interestingly, in
Day’s book there is not a single reference to
exchanges or correspondence between Chifley
and President Harry Truman and no mention of
any “alliance” with the United States. 

Evatt was the dominant face of Australian foreign
policy and his penchant for grandstanding (such as
during the San Francisco Conference that established
the United Nations) caused considerable irritation in
Washington. According to Alan Watt, the former
secretary of the External Affairs Department, Evatt’s
“style and methods did not attract friends – least of all
amongst the Great Powers. In particular, the balance
of available evidence suggests that Australia lost
ground between 1945 and 1949 in her relationships
with the United States, the dominant power in the
Pacific.” (Watt 1968: 105). 

Evatt did try to deepen security ties with the United
States but in a ham-fisted and counter-productive way.
A notable episode at the end of the Second World War
was a flurry of activity geared towards using Manus
base north of New Guinea as a bargaining chip to
entice a more permanent American commitment to
Australia’s defence. As Coral Bell (1988: 33-34)
recounts, Evatt’s asking price was 

… not just a US guarantee of Australian or
New Guinea security, but a general pact
for the Western Pacific, and American
agreement to Australian use of US bases
elsewhere. Considering that the island
was by no means Australian territory, but
part of a League mandate in which the
interests of the local people were required
to be given priority, and where the
construction had been at US expense (to
serve, among other things, Australia’s
defence), this kind of bid seemed almost
comically extortionate or optimistic to the
Americans … 

Moreover, American policy-makers in
early 1946 were disinclined to take on any
commitments in the South Pacific that
might prove onerous or costly. The Cold
War had begun in Europe, but not yet in
Asia. Chiang Kai-shek’s prospects in
China were still regarded with relative
optimism, and Japan remained entirely
prostrate. No need was seen for a Pacific
pact. So in effect the diplomatic equivalent
of “thanks, but no thanks” was conveyed
from Washington to Canberra. The Manus
base lay unused and rotting for many
years until control of the island was
returned in due course to its actual
inhabitants, who are now among the
peoples of the sovereign state of Papua
New Guinea. The time when the Australian
Minister for External Affairs tried to parlay
a base that the Americans themselves had
built, on an island that did not belong to
Australia anyway, into a binding security
treaty and access to other US bases, lives
only in the memories of those who cherish
instances of diplomatic chutzpah.

This episode demonstrated Evatt’s capacity for
diplomatic fantasy. As W. David McIntyre (1995: 82)
notes in his book Background to the ANZUS Pact: “All
Evatt’s talk of a bargaining counter to get an American
commitment to regional security had been hopelessly
out of tune with American strategic realities.” 

But more to the point it begs the question: If, as Mr
Latham and Mr Rudd say, an alliance relationship was
already in existence, what was Evatt trying to do? The
fact, of course, is that no such alliance was in place.

BRINGING THE MENZIES
GOVERNMENT BACK IN
Historians and political scientists generally agree
that quite specific factors led to a formal alliance
relationship becoming negotiable in 1950-51. First,

Did too!

We started 
the Australian-

American Alliance
back in 1941!

Did not!

Did not!,
Did not! 
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the Menzies Government elected at the end of 1949,
and in particular Foreign Minister Percy Spender,
actively pursued improved relations with the United
States. Second, the alliance was seen as part of a
trade-off for a “soft” peace treaty with Japan; a
safeguard for Australia and New Zealand against
future Japanese militarism. And third, there was the
lengthening shadow being cast by the Cold War and
its extension into Asia with the Korean War. The
Korean War fundamentally altered US strategic
thinking and Australia’s preparedness to respond as
part of the United Nations force was greatly
appreciated by Washington. 

Labor will no doubt continue to claim that it has been
a champion of an Australian-American alliance back
to 1941 – as long as the Liberals let them get away
with it.  But the facts speak otherwise.
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people’s hands warmly but is still slightly
overwhelmed. Shahla Jezan though is all joy,
transformed; those anxious, shaky smiles at
Villawood Detention Centre, seeking reassurance
while entertaining visitors in the dusty compound,
have gone. Her teenage son Behnam and two
daughters Reem and Rana, likewise, are moving
among the guests as if they had lived in Sydney all
their lives. It’s hard to believe that only months earlier
the fear had been that Behnam, now in his HSC year
and winning prizes, was developing troubling physical
and psychological reactions to the stress.

And what a gathering of Australians it is. There’s Cliff
and Marion, friends of Liberal MP Bruce Baird.
Bruce Baird has worn a path to the Minister for
Immigration’s office with his lobbying on behalf of
detained asylum seeker cases, like the Jezans, for
years. There’s Kerrie Lee, who visited the Jezans
weekly at Villawood for more than two years, and her
husband Alan Kennedy who supported Manee in the
courts, to no avail. There’s Tony Stephens from the
Sydney Morning Herald. And well known film maker
Ian Dunlop, with Rosemary Dunlop. Sister Helen
Barnes, the now legendary detainee supporter and
Catholic nun, is there; along with many others who
visited Villawood regularly and kept up the support
or gave professional help. 

Michael Casey, Private Secretary to Cardinal George
Pell, arrives with his daughter. Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins,
chief rabbi of Temple Emanuel, Woollahra, came
earlier. Several of the Jezan children’s teachers from
Chester Hill High School have driven across Sydney
to be there. Along with the university students who
visited the Jezan teenagers to swap ideas on science
and related school projects. Even Senator Amanda
Vanstone has been invited.

Mandatory detention of all unlawful non-citizens in
mainland Australia has been in place for almost ten
years – introduced by a Labor government on 1
September 1994, under the Migration Act 1958.  It
was once referred to as “one of the proud
achievements of the Keating administration”
(Hansard, 20 June 2002) by Labor leader Mark
Latham. The names of outback towns like Curtin,
Port Hedland and Woomera are now synonymous
with the images of compounds ringed by razor wire
enclosing Army camp style housing full of people
mostly of Middle Eastern and oriental appearance. 

At Port Augusta, north of Adelaide, there is the
purpose built compound of Baxter where all views for
the inhabitants are inward. In the western
outreaches of Sydney, in the suburb of Villawood,
another razor wire compound of some acres is
tucked away behind light industrial buildings. Inside

AUSTRALIA -
OUT OF

DETENTION
Anne Henderson

Sydney, Sunday 4 July 2004. A gathering for more
than a hundred guests is underway at a home in

Balgowlah overlooking the sun drenched Manly
headland and Pacific Ocean. This is Liberal Party
territory; the local federal member is the Minister for
Health, the Hon Tony Abbott MP. It’s winter, of
course, but drought weather has the temperature in
the mid twenties, as warm as late autumn. 

The prawns are coming off the barbie onto paper
plates already full of roast chicken and Syrian salad.
There’s wine, there’s soft drinks and a much
recommended mint refresher, specialty of Adrienne
in whose home we are being entertained. Adults,
from their late teens to their seventies, laugh and
circulate, excited hellos and hugs as people arrive all
afternoon until dusk. 

But this is a party with a difference. It’s being held to
celebrate the permanent visas just given to the Jezan
family, Sabean Mandaeans from Iran, visas given
after intervention by the Minister for Immigration,
Senator Amanda Vanstone. And only after the family
had spent more than three years in Sydney’s
Villawood Detention Centre. The group celebrating
on this Sunday in July is mostly Australians although
some, like the Jezans, are former detainees. But all of
us, whatever our backgrounds, are friends of the
Jezans. Yet we have never before congregated in the
one place at the one time. 

The children underfoot are amusing themselves in
the owner’s very Australian back garden, somewhat
overgrown. One of the little ones, born in detention,
is arranging herb pots along a concrete border.
Another child is Shayan. In detention he lost the
ability to speak and his case became a feature of an
ABC TV 4 Corners program. Now healed, and out of
detention with his family from Iran, he is
indistinguishable from children of other Australian
guests. Around us all are citrus trees and veggie
patch and the thick leaves of subtropical canopies. As
Justice Michael Kirby is once reputed to have said, to
be an Australian is to win the lottery.

Manee Jezan is slight, barely five feet in height.
Welcoming guests with his wife Shahla, he squeezes
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found a way to pay for their escape, leaving Iran, their
business and extended family and taking the
dangerous voyage to Australia.

When the Jezans arrived in Australia in April 2001,
little was known at an official level about the plight of
Iranian Mandaeans. What would follow for the Jezans
was three years of a futile and belittling struggle with
immigration authorities, the Refugee Review
Tribunal and in the courts before, in a last resort, it
would be the combined efforts of Australian friends,
the Mandaean community and a long letter to
Senator Amanda Vanstone as Minister for
Immigration, outlining the specific details of the
Jezan case, and sent by Dr Michael Casey -
supported by documents and letters from a host of
other Australians - which finally won the Jezans the
answer they had sought for three years. After months
of waiting, in mid 2004, the Minister for Immigration,
convinced by the arguments and documents before
her and under the provisions for Ministerial
intervention, agreed to give permanent visas to all
members of the Jezan family.

The Sunday celebrations and two weeks of freedom
have begun a healing process. But it’s not hard for
those who have stood with the Jezans to feel the
frustration, the anger, the stomach wrenching
anxiety and the sense of futility that those three years
brought with them. Alan Kennedy recalled the day
he accompanied Manee to the Federal Court. It was
the Jezans’ first attempt to overturn the RRT finding
against them. The RRT member had accepted all
they said but found that the harassment they had
endured was “low level” and therefore refused them
protection in Australia. 

Manee was unable to find representation for his
appearance in court and turned up with just an
interpreter. A Sydney QC had volunteered to do the
case but, at the last minute, was found to be paid a
retainer from the firm representing the government
side and was told this would be in doubt if he
defended the Jezans. Manee had no idea what was
happening in the court, so Alan sent a note to the
judge asking if he could address the court on
Manee’s behalf. 

The judge read the note, interrupted the court and
said that there had been a note handed to him by a
member of the public and if there were any further
attempts of that nature he would have that person
charged with contempt of court. Even when the
government lawyers indicated that there had been
hitches a plenty for poor Manee, implying there
might be reason to adjourn, the judge simply
shrugged. As Manee tried to read a prepared
statement about the suffering the family had

are hundreds of visa overstayers and asylum seeking
“unlawfuls” – men, women and children. While the
government has now released the children of
unlawful boat people detained, visa overstayers’
children are still numerous in detention centres like
Villawood. Most Australians have little or no contact
with these people. And yet many of them have lived
in Australia for years.

The Jezans arrived in Darwin in April 2001 after
crossing by boat from Indonesia - a nine day voyage
during which the whole family became very ill. On
arrival, Manee Jezan suffered a massive internal
hemorrhage. He was in a coma for eight days and
spent 18 days in Darwin hospital. The family were
interviewed while Manee was in hospital – their state
was extremely vulnerable and their English very
limited. When Manee was discharged from Darwin
Hospital, the family was taken to Villawood, Sydney
where they stayed until their release in June 2004.

Mandaeans in Iran are a persecuted minority. They
follow the teachings of John the Baptist. In
fundamentalist Islamic Iran they are not recognised
and are considered “unclean”. Anything, such as food
in a market place, that is touched by a Mandaean is
seen to be defiled. Mandaean children at school
cannot drink from the same taps as the Muslim
children. While making up a relatively small
community in Iran, Mandaeans are continually
harassed by Iranian Muslims and Mandaean
daughters are often prevailed upon to convert to
Islam. Rape also plays its part – a Mandaean girl
raped by a Muslim cannot be married in a Mandaean
ceremony. In this way Mandaean girls can be forced
to marry Muslims, thereby gradually eroding the
Mandaean faith and its community. Iranian
Mandaeans are widely regarded as a persecuted
minority and have access to the US resettlement
program through the P-2 designation for “Iranian
religious minorities”.

In Iran, at the age of 13, Reem Jezan had come to the
attention of a teacher who began to pressure her to
convert to Islam. The targeting of Reem was more
widely based than one teacher. There were phone
calls with death threats, and threats to burn down the
family’s home, after Reem refused to give in to her
teacher’s harassment. Then Reem found herself
about to be abducted as she returned from school. A
group in a car that stopped in front of her tried to
grab her. Reem bit the assailant’s hand and managed
to escape when people nearby noticed the
commotion. Fearing their daughters were about to
be ruined by Muslim men to force the family to
convert to Islam, and that if they did not succumb
they would soon be dead, the Jezan parents quickly
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people, as they desperately try to win their freedom,
costs the Australian taxpayer $700 a day, per detainee. 

Detention is designed to prevent unlawful arrivals from
absconding but it was also designed to keep detainees
separate from ordinary Australians. As faceless,
nameless people there was once little empathy for
detainees. This has changed over a ten year period. As
with the Jezan family, Australians have increasingly
made contact with detainees and temporary protection
visa holders working in the community, the ripples of
concern and involvement going out to widening circles
of citizens, many of whom had little knowledge of places
like Iraq, Iran, west and central Africa; citizens who
have found themselves unable to refuse to give help –
professional, financial, emotional, medical and
otherwise – and who have now become caught up in the
lives of some of the most vulnerable people in the world. 

This is why more and more Australians are asking how
is it that the early channels for assessing asylum seekers
do not work. And why so many cases, with the time and
resources to collect the evidence, are now going to the
Minister, as in the case of the Jezans, and succeeding. 

A Refugee Review Tribunal that reviewed all claims
before it fairly, which did not see its work as being to
dismiss a majority of claims and rationalise such
rejections, and which put its resources into helping
asylum seekers establish their veracity instead of
making it as difficult as possible for them to do so,
would not only deliver greater justice but release
time, money and the efforts of hundreds of
Australian volunteers to do more in other areas of
need in the community.

After three long years helping the Jezan family, the
well wishers at Balgowlah on Sunday 4 July 2004, are
all agreed on that.

POSTSCRIPT
On Tuesday 13 July 2004 Senator Amanda Vanstone
announced that the Federal Government would allow
some 9500 temporary protection visa holders to
apply for permanent residence in Australia. This
marked a major softening on asylum-seekers for the
Howard Government. A complete reversal of the
hard line of 2001 and the Tampa incident. Not all
those who applied, the Minister said would
necessarily succeed. However, later when questioned
about this, Senator Vanstone implied that the criteria
for acceptance would be generous.

Anne Henderson is editor of The Sydney Papers

endured, as best he could with an interpreter who
had difficulty with the legal terminology, the judge
got impatient, asked how long he meant to go on then
finally cut Manee short saying he hadn’t time to
listen to it all. The judge was correct as new
restrictions exclude the reviewing of evidence placed
before the RRT.

On 6 July, Prime Minister John Howard was pleased
with the announcement of his Minister for
Immigration that, under his government, all children
of unauthorised boat arrival families in detention,
except for one infant, had been released. Senator
Amanda Vanstone added: “Many people do not
realise that out of the thousands of unauthorised boat
arrivals from 2000/2001, over 8,500 people are out in
the community on protection visas.” 

There has been a sea change going on for quite a
while now regarding asylum seekers Down Under.
Those thousands of protection visas for refugees
living in the community have been hard won. And
they are held by people who have been befriended by
thousands of ordinary Australians. Many of the
Australian supporters of refugees have come to know
them through their struggles with the RRT and
immigration officials, the courts and the legislation.

Arriving in a foreign country, having fled trauma and
life threatening experiences, an asylum seeker must
first come before an immigration hearing to decide
his or her bone fides. In these hearings, there are
problems of translation, of fear of officialdom, of
misunderstanding and not least the cursory and
judgemental way many immigration officers do their
job. Many asylum seekers fail to convince in their
first encounter. There is usually a lack of primary
evidence, of personal papers and confusion too over
the veracity of the story. If a story is too like another,
there is suspicion; if too unique, similar suspicion.
Having failed at this first hearing, the asylum seeker
can seek to appear before the Refugee Review
Tribunal (RRT).

Of all those who come before the RRT, only around ten
per cent are successful.  The RRT members are not
lawyers by profession. And they are both appointed
and dismissed by the government. Some are more
empathetic than others. Some are known for their
mean spiritedness. Many believe there is an informal
understanding that most cases should not succeed. 

And it is for these reasons, that genuine cases who
come before the RRT, like the Jezans, fail in their
attempts to gain visas in these early assessments. For
this reason, they eventually find their way to the
appeal courts as the only avenue left to take in
seeking protection. This is why, for many, the way to
a protection visa can take years. Detaining these
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WHY THE
ITALIAN LEFT

LOST THE
WAR IN

AUSTRALIA
Anthony Cappello

W hen Italy declared war on the allies on 10 June,
1940, the Australian authorities interned those

of an Italian descent and culture throughout Australia
who were suspected of being sympathetic to fascism.

The justice of such a policy of internment has been a
question of debate for a number of years. Most
commentators believe that such a policy against
members of the Australian community was a major
over-reaction by the Commonwealth. While others
hold the view intolerance contributed to such a policy.

Gianfranco Cresciani, on the other hand, muddies
the water. He does this in his book, Fascism, Anti-
Fascism and Italians in Australia 1922 to 1945
(published in 1980) in which he leaves the
impression that there were hard-core fascists in
Australia and that such pro-Mussolini types
contributed to the demise of Cresciani’s beloved anti-
fascist movement, the Italia Libera. The Italia Libera
were an organisation born in 1942 under the
umbrella of anti-fascism, but its members were a
mixed bag of socialists, communists and anarchists.

Many argue, however, that the demise of the Italia
Libera Movement was not due to a fascist opposition.
How could this be so if anyone who demonstrated
fascist sympathies was interned? The real reason for
the collapse of Italia Libera was otherwise. What
Cresciani has therefore done is create the myth of
the militant Italian fascist in Australia during and
after the war. And if these men and women existed
then the authorities had every right to intern them.

Gianfranco Cresciani, a former part-time tutor at the
University of Sydney and employee of the NSW
department of the Ministry of the Arts, has been the
sole voice of Italian Australian history since 1980.
The problem with Cresciani is that his interpretation
of Italian-Australian history is through the narrow
focus of the Italia Libera movement and those
associated with them.

Take Cresciani’s 1980 book Fascism, Anti-Fascism
and Italians in Australia 1922-1945, which is an
apologia for the Italia Libera Movement. Yet this
movement faced no real opposition except one single-
minded Italian chaplain Fr Modotti - (chaplain to the
Italian Community of Melbourne during 1938 to
1945). Despite this, the Italia Libera failed to capture
the minds and hearts of the Italian community to
(firstly) its anti-fascism and (secondly) to its
communist ideology.

So when Cresciani writes his more general history of
the Italians in Australia, he cannot help but lapse
constantly into the history of the Italian left in
Australia. The problem with this approach is that the
Italian left in Australia is, and has always been,
relatively small.

There is also no doubt that Cresciani himself is a strong
advocate of the left. In his latest book entitled The
Italians (Cambridge University Press, 2003) his
advocacy is clear. Who else would make such claims as,
in effect, with the exception of former Communist Bloc
countries, Italy has been politically the most stable
country in Western Europe and/or the Italian State was
able to crush political terrorism, from both the left and
the right. Cresciani argues that this was possible to a
large extent because of the crucial support given to the
government by Italy’s powerful Communist Party. In
fact Italy’s stability has been primarily due to the role
played by the Christian Democrats – a fact which
Cresciani chooses to overlook.

Cresciani is highly critical of the Christian
Democratic movement in Italy. Any positives that
have emerged in Italy since 1945 are due to the
Italian left. It’s an odd assessment of Italian politics.

But what does Cresciani say about the Italians in Australia
in his latest book? The first two chapters look at the
general history of the unification of Italy and the burdens
placed on Italians, which led many to migrate. Italians first
migrated to the USA and then following 1921, when the US
introduced a quota system, they found other places to go.
Australia became one such destination.

Chapter Two looks at the early migration to Australia.
An interesting chapter and perhaps the highlight of his
book is Chapter Three which looks at instances of
intolerance against Italians in Australia during the
years 1900 to 1940.

In Chapter Four, Cresciani falls into his old habits
and begins his apologia for the Italian left in
Australia. He is allowed to do this. The objection,
however, is the character assassination of those who
opposed the left. The Italian consul in Sydney,
Cresciani asserts, was friendly with the Sydney
Catholic Archbishop later to become Cardinal Norman
Gilroy. Archbishop Mannix of Melbourne, he claims,
backed Mussolini, as did Archbishop James Duhig of
Brisbane. Such examples are used to support
Cresciani's assertions that the “pillar of support for
Fascism in Australia was the Catholic Church”.
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THE USA,
JAPAN AND

TRADE
John Kunkel, America’s Trade Policy Towards Japan:
Demanding Results (Routledge; London and New
York, 2003).

Reviewed by Ann Capling

Acentral preoccupation in American trade policy
during the 1980s was the so-called “Japan

problem”.  From the late 1960s onward, Japan ran a
trade surplus in its two-way trade with the United
States. In the context of the multilateral trade system,
this should have been of little account, as US trade
deficits with Japan were offset by its massive trade
surpluses with other countries including Australia.
Nonetheless, the US trade policy establishment came
to the view that Japan was different from its other
trading partners, and singled it out for special
treatment. In an attempt to roll back Japan’s surpluses,
the US resorted to a broad range of instruments to
“manage” trade between them, including voluntary
export restraints (VERs) in the automobile sector.
These were inconsistent with both the spirit and the
letter of multilateral trade rules, but were justified by
Washington on the grounds that Japan’s markets
remained “largely closed, opaque and driven more by
informal cliques than by laws, rules and contracts”.

America’s Trade Policy Towards Japan seeks to explain
the shift in American market access policy towards
Japan, away from “process-oriented” negotiations
towards a more aggressive “results-oriented”
approach. John Kunkel traces this shift to a crisis in
the US trade policy regime in the early 1980s which
allowed the so-called “hardliners” to gain ascendancy
over the so-called free traders for the first time in the
post-Second World War period.  This turning point is
represented in the 1986 Semiconductor Agreement, in
which the US successfully pressured Japan into
agreeing to reserve 20 per cent of its domestic market
for semi-conductors for foreign sales. This agreement
symbolised the shift of trade policy authority to the
hardliners, a powerful advocacy coalition that included
trade officials, politicians, policy analysts, industry
groups and academics. Through their efforts, further
bilateral market-sharing arrangements were
established in other sectors including car parts,
telecommunications, glass and paper products, and
information technology procurement.  

Cresciani, in his earlier book Fascism, Anti-Fascism
and Italians in Australia, uses questionable sources
to expose Mannix’s “support” for Mussolini. It was
Cresciani who claimed in this book that Mannix
publicly stated his support for Mussolini at a meeting
in September 1943 at Cathedral Hall in Fitzroy,
Melbourne. The claim has been picked up by a
number of people including Ross Fitzgerald’s in his
recent book: The Pope’s Battalions and the entry on
Mannix in the Australian Dictionary of Biography by
Jim Griffith. But Cresciani is wrong.

The September 1943 meeting was reported in the Argus
(13 September, 1943) a long time antagonist for the
Archbishop and the Advocate (23 September, 1943), but
somehow the only people who heard the statement of
praise from Mannix were members of the Italia Libera
movement who were present at the public meeting. The
source according to Cresciani was the minutes from one
of the Italia Libera meeting. Incidentally, Arthur Calwell,
Labor Minister for Information, on that same evening
publicly stated that the Italia Libera moment was not
welcomed here in Australia.

It is important to mention Arthur Calwell. It is well
known that Arthur Calwell was highly regarded in
Italian circles for promoting Italian migration to
Australia. Yet, Cresciani hardly mentions him in The
Italians. The answer could be because of his
opposition to the Italia Libera Movement.

The Italia Libera Movement during and after the war
failed to win the hearts of the Italian community.
Father Modotti opposed them because of their anti-
clericalism as well as their promotion of communism
among the Italian community. They published a
newspaper called Il Risveglio. Permission to print it
during the war was granted by the Attorney General
H.V. Evatt. Completely aware that it was communist
propaganda, the Australian authorities saw it as a way
of de-programming Italian fascists in the community.

But the Italian Ccmmunity in Australia was
overwhelmingly apolitical. It was comprised of
economic migrants, not political exiles. And despite
Cresciani’s hostile perception of the Catholic Church,
it was the Church which alone carried the burden and
care of the Italian migrants before, during and after the
war. Therefore, Cresciani’s nostalgic “what if” the left
had won the hearts of the Italian community is
irrelevant. The Italian left failed. As Sir James Gobbo
stated: “The Italia Libera in 1945 could have become
very strong but it fell right away due to its paranoiac
anti-clericalism.” The rest is history.

Anthony Cappello has a Bachelor of Theology and a
Masters in Arts from Victoria University. His MA will
be published later this year.
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While Kunkel’s study is theoretically sophisticated
and empirically rich, I was not wholly convinced by
all aspects of his argument and analysis.  In
particular, his use of the terms “free traders” and
“hardliners” as a sort of short hand for
multilateralists and bilateralists is misleading.  While
Kunkel acknowledges that the “free traders’”were
not advocates of free trade “in an absolute sense”,
what he really means by free traders is
multilateralists: supporters of non-discrimination and
the rules-based trade system that was established
under US leadership after World War Two.  To
characterise the multilateralists in Washington as
free traders is to render opaque some of the key
elements of the American trade policy regime that
were jettisoned in the 1980s to the detriment of the
multilateral trade system, international economic
cooperation and trade liberalisation more generally.  

Kunkel invokes John Ruggie’s famous argument
about “embedded liberalism” which posits that the
strength of the multilateral trade system is that it
enables nations with different political values and
styles of capitalism to expand their economic
interactions with each other. In that sense, the
philosophy that underpinned multilateralism made it
possible for Japanese and Western European styles
of capitalism to co-exist with Anglo-American models.
It seems to me that the so-called hardliners were
really rejecting this concept of embedded liberalism,
in favour of a much more aggressive form of neo-
liberalism that expressed itself in policy terms as a
concern for “reciprocity” and “results”.  This
development was not just confined to US-Japan
relations; it was about a fundamental departure from
the norms of embedded liberalism. This new hard
line approach in US trade policy also manifested itself
in other ways in the 1980s, and is probably best
embodied in the Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Agreement (TRIPs) that was
negotiated during the Uruguay Round. 

This raises the possibility that there were other
reasons for the demise of the multilateral orthodoxy
in US trade policy from the mid-1980s.  Generational
change may figure here, with the passing (literally)
of the postwar multilateralists, and their replacement
by a generation with fundamentally different
concerns and values.  Certainly from the 1980s
onwards, the icon of the “trade warrior” appears to
find more resonance in Washington than the Cordell
Hull-style “man from the State Department”.  This is
no surprise given the more general shift towards neo-
liberalism and the new emphasis on aggressive
economic competitiveness during that decade, and it
would have been useful to seem some consideration
of these broader societal shifts in the analysis.  

The Bush administration and the first term of the
Clinton administration continued to pursue this
aggressive, results-oriented approach to its trade
relations with Japan.  Nonetheless, the Japanese
government strongly resisted Washington’s
demands for explicit quantitative targets in market
access agreements, similar to those found in the
Semiconductor Agreement.  Indeed, one of the most
striking lessons of this study was the failure of
aggressive bilateralism to achieve the market access
demanded by American firms.  

Ultimately, the impetus for Japan-bashing waned
from the mid-1990s, due primarily to the stagnation
of the Japanese economy and the US economic
boom.  Sadly, this does not mean that the
multilateralists have regained their former
ascendancy in Washington.  The trade priorities of
the George W. Bush administration are decidedly
bilateral and discriminatory rather than multilateral,
as evidenced by the swag of so-called free trade
agreements currently awaiting congressional
approval.  The marked decline of US leadership in
the multilateral trade system has serious
consequences for countries like Australia that have
depended on a non-discriminatory, rules-based
system to protect its interests.

Although the book does not deal with the
repercussions for Australia of this episode in US-
Japan relations, this protracted trade conflict between
two of Australia’s most important trade partners was
a major concern for the Hawke and Keating
governments.  While Canberra hoped to gain some
benefits from US efforts to bust open Japan’s markets,
it could not ignore the potential consequences of
these actions.  One fear was that Japan and the US
might conclude a bilateral deal that would
discriminate against Australian exports.  Another
prospect was for an all-out trade war that could spill
over into the political and strategic spheres, posing
serious difficulties for Australia’s alliance relations
with both countries.  

The Hawke government’s answer to this was the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) initiative of
1989.  Its aims were to keep the US productively
engaged in the Asia-Pacific region through
emphasising economic cooperation and non-
discrimination, while also promoting trade
liberalisation more generally through the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations.  In part, this
represented the regional response to the bilateral
and discriminatory turn in American trade policy.
This may have helped to temper America’s
aggressive bilateralism, although Kunkel is not
forthcoming on this.
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BOOK
REVIEWS

John McConnell

LIBERAL WOMEN: FEDERATION - 1949
By Margaret Fitzherbert
The Federation Press, pb, 2004
rrp $39.95
ISBN 1 86287 460 3

M argaret Fitzherbert presents the story of
political pioneers in Liberal Women. The author

provides much previously un-
available biographical information on
pioneering women such as Enid
Lyons, Elizabeth Couchman, Ivy
Deakin Brooks, Margaret Forrest,
Irene Longman and sisters Janet
Lady Clark and Eva Hughes. Janet
Lady Clarke, incidentally, played a
key role in establishing the trophy
referred to as the “Ashes” in
Australia-England cricket Test
matches. 

Liberal Women presents portraits 
of these women engaging in political
activity. As such,  the book provides
an account of the Australian Women’s
National League (AWNL). Formed in
1904, the AWNL came into existence
due to women gaining the right to
vote in Federal elections. AWNL
members possessed considerable

political skills. Margaret Fitzherbert sets out to
record the evidence that these women “achieved
significant political power, and a degree of equality
that was unique.” 

Robert Menzies was intent on persuading the
Australian Women's National League to be part of the
formation of the Liberal Party in 1944. The author
argues that it was Menzies’ political and
philosophical belief in equality between men and
women that attracted him to seek AWNL support.
Liberal Women includes three speeches by Menzies
as appendices – one delivered in 1942, another in
1943 and the third, a speech given in 1960 as a toast
to Elizabeth Couchman. A fourth appendix lists
Liberal women in parliament. AWNL members
played an essential role in assisting Menzies to
establish the Liberal Party and in the way the party
attracted female voters in the post-war years. 

It would have also been useful to have more
contextualisation of the US-Japan relationship, in
terms of other trade negotiations during this period.
Just as the book is silent on the role of APEC in these
conflicts, there was also little discussion of the US-
Japan bilateral negotiations that took place in the
context of the Uruguay Round, in areas such as
manufacturing, services and agriculture. What was
the relation between Washington’s bilateral
initiatives towards Japan and the Uruguay Round
negotiations more generally? In the negotiation of
both the Canada-US Free trade agreement and the
North American Free Trade Agreement, some trade
issues were put aside to be dealt with in the Uruguay
Round (e.g. agriculture) whereas in other cases,
aspects of CUSTA and NAFTA became the basis for
Uruguay Round agreements (e.g. the WTO dispute
settlement mechanism). Similarly, it took a long-
standing bilateral dispute between
the EU and United States (on
oilseeds) to bring about the Uruguay
Round agreement on agriculture.
Were there similar examples of
cross-fertilisation in the case of US-
Japan negotiations during the 1986-
93 period? If not, it would be very
interesting to know why.

This book deserves a wide readership
for a number of reasons. From an
academic perspective, it makes a
substantial contribution to the
disciplines of political science,
international political economy, and
economics. 

For trade policy practitioners, the book
provides an excellent study of American
trade policy, and of US-Japan trade and
economic relations over a twenty year
period.  

Books on trade policy are often rife with acronyms and
arcane but important technical detail, making them
rather hard going. Happily, Kunkel’s approach does not
suffer from these shortcomings, and his narrative is
lively rather than mind-numbing, making it a pleasure to
read for the trade policy specialist and general reader
alike.   

Ann Capling is Director of Public Policy and
Management in the Department of Political Science,
University of Melbourne
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and reflection. Hugh Mackay’s self-declared task in
Right & Wrong is to assist readers to discover within
themselves answers to questions such as “What
should I do?”, “How should I live?”, and “What's the
point of trying to do the right thing?”  He
recommends the process of visualisation to assist
decision-making in difficult situations. 

At such times, Hugh Mackay believes that careful
visualisation of scenarios will help to clarify our
thinking. This involves creating different stories
about the same situation, stories in which we cast
ourselves as the central  character in each version.
We may then imagine how each story unfolds as we
“act out” our different scripts. Individual readers may
not agree with all of the author's opinions. However,
Right & Wrong contains a number of practical
strategies – such as visualisation – for living in an
increasingly complex society. 

Hugh Mackay believes that:

• there are few if any moral absolutes. He argues for
moral relativism and utilitarianism 

• religion should concentrate on theology rather
than moral philosophy; Hugh Mackay’s point of view

is that it is both unwise and an
unnecessary complication to attach
morality to religion

• virtue or goodness, intrinsically, is
a worthwhile ideal

• the primary challenge is not to
teach values but to rekindle 
feelings of connectedness to various
communities

• the sign of a civilised society is that
individuals treat each other with
respect even when they disagree

• it is a noble pursuit to seek the
happiness of others.

The chapter on business ethics
includes a brief but informed
discussion on Adam Smith and “the
invisible hand” metaphor. Unlike
many individuals who refer to the

thought of Adam Smith, Hugh Mackay is familiar
with not only The Wealth of Nations but an earlier
work by Smith, viz The Theory of Moral Sentiments.
Smith wrote The Theory of Moral Sentiments more
than a decade before The Wealth of Nations. He wrote
as a moral philosopher in the first book and as an
economic thinker in the second, more well-known
work. To fully understand Smith, it is necessary to
consider these two works in tandem. 

Hugh Mackay places the thought of Adam Smith in
this wider context in just several pages. This same
chapter also includes an interesting hypothetical for

Margaret Fitzherbert also contrasts Liberal and
Labor Party statements and campaign material from
the 1940s to illustrate how the Liberal Party  went
about seeking women's votes at that time. The
Liberal Party 1949 election policy, for example,
included a specific women's policy. This was largely
the work of a committee headed by Senator
Annabelle Rankin. Liberal Women provides
information on an under-examined area of Australian
political life.

RIGHT & WRONG : HOW TO DECIDE 
FOR YOURSELF
By Hugh Mackay
Hodder, pb, 2004
rrp $29.95
ISBN 0 7336 1549X

Hugh Mackay is a psychologist and social researcher.
He has a Master's degree in Moral Philosophy and was
one of the founders of the St. James Ethics Centre in
Sydney. Hugh Mackay has written a number of books,
both fiction and non-fiction. The latter category
includes Reinventing Australia, The Good Listener
(originally published as Why Don't
People Listen?) and Media Mania.

Morality, Hugh Mackay argues, is
not a set of rules or a road map.
Rather, it is a resource for the
journey, a mind-set, a way of travelling.
It is a way of maintaining our sense of
direction. Yet we remain free to
explore that which lies before us. 

Right & Wrong consists of 18
chapters grouped in two parts.
Taking control of your life is the
theme in part one. Chapters in this
first section address such issues as
“Freedom to choose”, “Can there be
more than one right answer?”, “Why
be good?”, and “The only life you can
control is your own”. 

Putting “moral mindfulness”
(conscience) to work is the focus in
part two of the book. Conscience, the
author writes, is the pathway to moral clarity. Hugh
Mackay argues that three aspects help to illuminate
this pathway: being alert to the ethical dimensions of
what we are doing; reflecting on what we have
learned from our previous experiences; and
visualizing the likely consequences of our actions for
everyone concerned. This latter section addresses
questions such as “does the end ever justify the
means?”, “is lying always wrong” and “should we
ever go to war?” 

It may all sound like very heavy-going. Not so, even 
if the underlying issues require considerable thought
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the RAAF's VIP fleet. Essentially, he denied that
information about VIP flights including destinations
and  passengers names were available. 

In fact, the records did exist and were available. The
cover up involved Cabinet Ministers and senior
public servants. Ian Hancock tracks the cover-up
until John Gorton (then the new government leader
in the Senate) tabled the VIP flight authorisation
books and passenger manifests in the Upper House. 

Ian Hancock unravels the course of events,
concluding that “stunning inepitude was
compounded by intentional dishonesty”.  Such was
the web of deception, he argues, that some
individuals appeared not to be conscious of their
misdemeanor. Nor were they all that concerned,

apparently, when it became clear that
they were involved in a deception.
What else might they have got away
with, he asks. Along with
parliamentary struggles over the
HMAS Voyager sinking and higher
postal charges, the VIP Affair played
out to a background of the Senate
reasserting itself in the face of
executive dominance. 

This occurred despite the record
majority gained by the Harold Holt
led Liberal Country Party in the 1966
Federal election. It was the product
of a rearranged composition in the
Upper House. Ian Hancock spells out
the consequences that flowed from
the VIP Affair. 

An interesting feature of The VIP Affair is that the then
Minister for Air, Peter Howson, contributes the
foreword. Naturally, Peter Howson takes the
opportunity in writing the foreword to present his
interpretation. Howson argues that he should not be
judged too critically, and that he should not have
been expected to implicate his Prime Minister at 
the time. 

It all makes for very interesting reading. There is a
seven page chronology at the rear of the book. The
chronology is a handy place to begin reading the
book. The VIP Affair enables readers to examine the
ethics of political and parliamentary behaviour and
the relevance of the parliamentary convention of
ministerial responsibility on an occasion in the 1960s.   

John McConnell is the author of several senior text
books

readers: what would you do if you were the chief
executive of a major bank? How would you navigate
between the competing and conflicting interests of
shareholders, customers and employees in this
globalising age centered on competition and a
ruthless drive for productivity and profit? 

Hugh Mackay teases out the tensions between moral
and economic imperatives in today's market place.
Throughout Right & Wrong, psychological insights
feed into the discussion - projection, why we have
turned our attention increasingly to television
programs about backyards and cooking in recent
years, how we can relieve stress by ceasing to try to
change the way that others behave, and how
alienation from self is potentially lethal to the
integrity of the psyche. The suggestion is that we
could all do with someone on
permanent stand-by, not just to
appreciate us but to tell each of us
when we need to lighten up. Hugh
Mackay goes beyond misleading
words when discussing lies to
include misleading body language. 

There is little in the chapter on
“Should we ever go to war?” about
dealing with practical realities such
as responding to terrorists intent on
harming civilians.  Hugh Mackay’s
retrospective view of the Cold War is
that it represented an effective way of
dealing with “international enmities”
- compared with the alternatives. He
makes brief references to but does
not elaborate on the role of the
United Nations throughout the Cold War years or on
why the Soviet Union eventually disintegrated. The
author provides a concise summary of 25 key points
emerging from the book’s chapters in the concluding
pages of Right & Wrong.

THE V. I. P. AFFAIR, 1966-67:THE CAUSES,
COURSE AND CONSEQUENCES OF A
MINISTERIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE
COVER-UP.”
By Ian Hancock
Australasian Study of Parliament Group
Volume 18 (2) – Spring 2003 
Pb, $20
ISBN 0-6464331-8-0

Ian Hancock writes on the VIP Affair (1966-1967), a
matter which gained considerable publicity for a
comparatively short period of time in the
Commonwealth parliament. On the 13 May, 1966, the
then Prime Minister, Harold Holt responded
incorrectly to two questions on notice in relation to
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REVIEW OF
THE

REVIEWERS
Stephen Matchett

Being right is always easy when there is no need
to get involved in practical politics. Consider the

arguments of especially outraged authors and the
way the reviewers responded with Geoffrey Barker,
Sexing it up: Iraq, Intelligence and Australia (Sydney,
University of New South Wales Press, 2003),
Raimond Gaita (ed) Why The War Was Wrong
(Melbourne, Text, 2003), Jock Given, America’s Pie:
Trade and Culture after 9/11 (Sydney, University of
New South Wales Press, 2003), Robert Manne (ed)
The Howard Years (Melbourne, Black Ink, 2004) and
Robert Manne with David Corlett, Sending Them
Home: Refugees and the New Politics of Indifference,
(Quarterly Essay, 13,2004).

On a political Richter scale, Australian politics would
rarely rate. The landscape changes through erosion
rather than earthquake. Labor and the conservatives
have been slugging it out over the Treasury benches
for a century and while there have been third forces
in national politics they have generally peddled snake
oil economics and never come close to power. If the
ghosts of Edmund Barton, Alfred Deakin and Chris
Watson appeared in parliament, they would
understand the practices and recognise almost all the
parties and players – although the Greens might be a
shock to their spectral systems. The minor parties
that last longest do more than whine, they engage
with the policy process, such as the Democrats under
Meg Lees. 

This is an excellent outcome for Australia. Electoral
stability has allowed the politicians to get on with the
job of governing - rather than play for the power and
privilege to be won when democracy breaks down.
However, it makes for deathly dull debate for those
who think that politics should be about high principle
rather than arguments over the allocation of
resources within an agreed democratic framework. 

What is good for stable politics and economic growth
is bad for those who think politics should properly be
a passion play. Which means that activists who lack
the inclination or ability to work their way to power
through the major party machines are always in for a
dull time in the real world of public policy. And this
irrelevance makes many of them angry. The result is

Dr Julia Baird is the opinion page editor at The Sydney Morning
Herald. She has also just written a book, Media Tarts, about the
media and what it does to women in politics and journalism. In it she
explores the way so many of the women who have reached high
positions in recent years have not lasted. In the noughties, women are
told to present a small target. The message is clear: fly too high, and
you will be shot down. And look like a fool while you fall. 

Through in-depth interviews with these and other women in politics,
as well as opinion leaders in the press gallery, Media Tarts tells the story
of women who tried to change the way politics was viewed and played,
and were attacked for it with startling ferocity. It examines the role the
press played in their downfall, and the part they played themselves. 
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alternatives are offered. And the authors of outrage
are light on for ideas that have any hope of having an
impact in practical politics. 

This does not mean they are especially party
political, a Mark Latham victory will not end their
stream of grievance. As far as they are concerned
they are the real opposition, the nation’s conscience,
the spokespeople for the moral middle class (MMC
for short), the self appointed moralisers who set
standards they expect us all to live up to. The
problem is that nobody is listening, and the person
the authors of outrage blame for the marginalising of
the MMC is John Howard. 

They hate Howard largely because he has
successfully ignored all their favourite causes. He
has reformed the universities, is not especially
interested in refugees and indigenous affairs and has
provided the republican movement with an

opportunity to shoot itself
firmly in the foot. And,
despite ample instructions in
his sins by writers such as
these, he has won three
elections. The authors of
outrage see in him all the
things they loath about
Australia and, while not all of
them admit it, Australians.
Howard hating has as much
to do with the anger of the
authors of outrage at the 
way ordinary people are
supremely disinterested in
their arguments as it does
with the way Howard has
ignored them.  

The irony is that the twenty-
first century MMC hate the
man who most strongly
speaks to the values of 
the MMC Mk 1, the people
the Liberal Party claimed 
it was created to serve in 
the 1940s. Today’s MMC
assumes that vir tue is

synonymous with the economic interests of arts
educated, public sector middle managers and their
allies in teaching and the universities. In contrast,
Howard enunciates the disciplined self-reliance of
the original moral middle class, described so well by
Judith Brett in her recent book on the origins of the
Liberal Party. The fact that Howard, as self-made
man, is loathed so deeply by the self appointed
successors to the class he comes from says a great
deal about how Australia changed in the second half
of the twentieth century. 

a great deal of shouting at small audiences on the
Internet and ABC Radio National. And the writing of
earnest essays, like this selection from a privileged
group of very cross commentators. 

There is no denying the genuine emotion of most of
these authors of outrage, nor of the importance of
some of their chosen issues. How to assert Australian
sovereignty while honouring our obligation to
refugees who call on us for help is a profound ethical
challenge.  Whether any good could ever have come
from our involvement in the Iraqi war is a fair
question.  Why poor health and poverty still bedevil
too many indigenous Australians is an issue no
government has ever effectively answered. 

But for all their moral importance, these are not the
bedrock of issues of Australian politics, at least not in
the way they are too often presented - tax and welfare
reform, the necessity to keep the economy growing
fast, and sadly, defence in the
war on terror are. But these
are tough issues to address.
They are not amenable to
moral solutions and generally
require real policy skills.
But instead of engaging, the
authors of outrage prefer to
pontificate. They do not
discuss the hard, zero sum
games that are the stuff of
governing. There are no
easy answers on how to
reform the tax-welfare trap
that penalises low-income
earners when they try to
earn more money. All the
hand wringing in the world
will not solve the healthcare
funding mess. Which is why
the authors of outrage prefer
issues where they can
complain, it is a good deal
easier than coming up with
solutions for the problems
they raise. 

Nor are they all that fussy
what they complain about. When things are quiet,
you can guarantee that somebody will have a
hobbyhorse saddled and ready to ride. For a while,
when things were a bit quiet, the details of the
proposed free trade agreement with the United
States became the issue of the hour, as the arts lobby
claimed that without continuing protection for their
jobs Australian culture was at risk. It is easy to argue
that the job of moralists is to correct not construct
policy ideas but endless expositions of the faults of
Australia and Australians are meaningless when no
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The template for Howard hating is Professor
Manne’s anthology of the Prime Minister’s evil
deeds, The Howard Years, which sets out the
government’s performance on a range of policy
issues that matter to the moral middle class. Most of
the contributions were special interest pleading.
Julian Disney argued the Howard Government
spends too much money on assistance for the
affluent at the expense of the poor.  Mick Dodson
claimed that Howard behaves towards indigenous
Australians as “though recognising our rights 
entails damaging national cohesion” (121). Simon
Marginson trotted out his
standard statement that not
giving the universities all the
money they could ever
imagine is an affront to
academic autonomy. 

Some of the contributors
dispassionately analysed 
the government’s policy
performance, notably John
Quiggin in his essay on
economics. But most of them
saw everything through a
prism of morality and started
from the assumption that 
the Howard Government 
was bad to the bone. Thus,
Manne began as he meant to
go on, writing of the Howard
Government’s “ruthless and
unprincipled behaviour”. And
the Prime Minister’s greatest
offence is to have denied the
authority of people of right
thinking people on issues
like refugees. 

Ministers of religion,
artists, academics, journalists, welfare
agencies, virtually every association of
doctors and psychiatrists, opposed the
manner in which asylum seekers were
being treated. Opposition is not really the
right word. For many of these people the
government was behaving, in regard to
asylum seekers, with a level of cruelty and
indifference they had once assumed no
Australian government ever would. John
Howard’s Australia was becoming
unrecognisable to them. (35) 

What is worse, Howard had found a way to seize the
commanding heights of social issues that the moral
middle class had occupied unchallenged for a
generation. As Judith Brett put it in a blatant
statement  of MMC elitism, under Howard, “the

opinions of the ignorant or uninvolved are given
equal weight to those of the passionate and
knowledgeable”.  (92)

There was worse from William Maley who had no
time for people so base as not to think the way he
believed they should. Thus this extraordinary
judgement on electoral support for the government’s
refugee policies:

That these policies may enjoy popular
support does nothing to vindicate them
from an ethical perspective. Ethical

questions are not
resolved by majority
vote. White Australia
long survived on the
strength of bipartisan
support. And as Hitler’s
rise to power should
remind us, the ability
of political leaders to
appeal to swinging
voters who are equally
cynical or sociopathic
is a “skill” which reveals
itself from time to time.
(163)

Perhaps Professor Maley
did not mean that voters who
supported the government’s
boat people policy in the
2001 election are cynical or
sociopaths or intended to
compare John Howard and
Adolf Hitler. But it was easy
to read it that way. 

Manne’s collection was less
an anthology of essays on
policy than an unreasonable

rant against a government that has remained within
the traditional boundaries of Australian politics. It has
not sought to defy the Senate, or the courts and if it
loses the election will leave office like a lamb. John
Howard has many failings but a taste for blackshirts
is not among them. 

In comparison to much of the writing in Professor
Manne’s collection, Jock Given’s approach was far
more restrained. This is a subtle book, using a great
deal of careful research on the historical interface
between international trade and film culture to
explain why Australia needs to protect its local
creatives. Given’s core argument was that support for
free trade denies “the idea that people should be free
to create, distribute, receive and engage with the
things, practices and people that offer meaning to
their lives”. (14) There are no prizes for guessing that
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it is often the smartest way to go about creating space
for the new” (103). As ambit claims go this is a beaut.
Rather than welcome the prospect of trends and
technologies to come Given expects the cultural
rentiers to be indemnified against change. 

Geoffrey Barker also avoided the frothing outrage
that many of Manne’s authors mistook for analysis.
But his more modest language did not disguise his
anger at the Government’s behaviour over Iraq and
this polemic reads like, well a polemic. 

Barker wrote to damn the Howard Government not
explain its motives, and in the process he missed the
most important point in the Iraq imbroglio - not why
the Howard Government wanted to convince us to
fight - but how and why it convinced itself it was the
right thing to do. And, as is the ever-present risk with
running commentaries on continuing stories, the
passage of time reduced the impact of Barker’s
argument. Thus, he suggested that the government, in
cahoots with Britain and the United States, cooked

up a case for war based on
exaggerated claims about
Saddam Hussein’s arsenal of
weapons of mass destruction.

All this upset Geoffrey
Barker who worried for the
future of political credibility
and accountability in a world
where spin prevails. But 
as the joint parliamentary
committee on intelligence
reported in March, the
government did not force 
the intelligence agencies to
lie and in fact convinced 
itself that the Iraq dictator
constituted a real threat. This
questions the competence of
the intelligence services and
makes  the government look
gullible. But while it left John
Howard looking like a dill, it
did not show him to be an
especially dishonest one

Barker also included much of
the standard MMC defence

of the public sector against people so ignorant and
vulgar as to not share their values. He banged on at
length about the danger to democracy from political
minders, “their talent, their skill, is in simplifying
complex messages, producing meretricious slogans,
images and aphorisms that will become media sound
bites and headlines” (75).  But he did not mention
that an unelected public service, pursuing agendas of
its own is far from a guarantor of the public interest.

Given lines up with the protectionists. The problem is
that having staked out the structure of the dispute he
made no case for the cause of righteousness, perhaps
assuming that it was so obvious that no right thinking
person could deny his claim. 

But it is not obvious at all. The “beneficial cultural
consequences” (18) that flow from films and
television made for a national market are never spelt
out in detail. Nor did Given make much of an
argument for using public funds, through subsidies
or tariffs, to fund films that would fail without some
form of protection. In essence, his case boiled down
to an assertion that watching locally made films and
television is good for Australians and we should
subsidise productions, whether or not we want to
watch them. 

And of course, the Americans are the baddies in the
culture wars, using market power to get their product
into other countries.  It is a fair point. Like any other
nation, the United States commitment to free trade
generally reflects political
imperatives and industry
interests at home. But
Given’s concerns went much
deeper – the real issue is not
who gets the better deal
from an Australian-United
States free trade agreement,
but the need to put some
distance between us and the
Yanks. “It might not be too
theatrical for Australia’s
global political traders to ask
themselves an old, imported
question - whether a nation
so conceived could long
endure” (104). This is a 
fair step from a scholarly
discussion on the virtues of
cultural protectionism, but
whatever Given’s intent, it
looked like the commonplace
strategy of dressing  anti-
Americanism up as a concern
for the Australian national
interest. 

Thus Given warned that an
FTA with the US would send the wrong signals to the
Asia-Pacific region. (68). He must mean some other
region than that which includes the ASEAN nations
which have invited Australia to begin discussions
towards a trade deal. Given was also uncomfortable
with the terms of the trade deal, not so much, for
what it could deliver now, than for what it might mean
at some stage in the future. “Addressing the contest
over trade and culture is not about protecting the old,
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As David Marr and Marian Wilkinson showed in
their book on the Tampa tragedy, there are plenty 
of public servants more than happy to help the
government make policy as well as do what they 
are told. 

None of this means that Geoffrey Barker is any
apologist for the Iraqi regime. “Nobody denied that
Saddam Hussein was an unmitigated bastard and
that Iraq would be a better off without him,” he
wrote. (43). But his explanation of the reason for the
war demonstrated how deep the distaste for the
United States runs among Australian commentators.
“The US wanted to install a friendly democratic
regime in an oil-rich Middle Eastern country. … The
US was using its pre-eminent military position to
establish a regime congenial to its ideological
outlook”. (85)  As if there is
anything wrong with this.
That the Americans might
even have been motivated by
messianic altruism to bring
democracy to Iraq did not
seem to occur to Geoffrey
Barker. 

For Barker, Howard’s greatest
crime was to put Australia at
greater risk in our region by
backing our American ally
rather than obeying the UN.
In particular, his actions
upset Indonesia “where
Islamic terror groups have
achieved a major foothold”
(102). What? That Indonesia
where a moderate Islamic
Party only rated in the
March 2004 parliamentary
elections by running on an
anti-corruption platform and
only then managed to pick
up seven per cent of the vote?
That enraged Indonesia? 

Barker certainly turned out to have been right about
a great deal about the war, in particular there are no
WMDs to be found. But this does not mean that
Howard was motivated by malice. Nor indeed that he
got it all wrong. The prospect of a secular, stable Iraqi
state is not looking good at present but anything short
of Taliban-style theocracy will be an improvement for
the Iraqi people, and the world, to the evil regime the
Americans removed. Barker took the high moral
ground when he could have more usefully tried to
understand the operational issues that led the Prime
Minister to decide to fight. 

Professor Manne also turned out to have had time on
his side in the arguments he presented in Sending
them Home: Refugees and the New Politics of
Indifference (Quarterly Essay, 13 (2004). Compared to
some of his other recent writing, this long essay was
remarkably restrained. He did not sneer at ordinary
Australians, he did not denounce people who dared
dispute his pronouncements as keeper of the nation’s
public morals. And not once did he get stuck into the
Prime Minister. That this set the book apart from
much of his work and that of other outraged authors
is intriguing. Compared with much of the other self
indulgent MMC anger this is a subject where 
strong language is entirely in order. The Howard
Government’s treatment of unlawful migrants,
economic refugees, asylum seekers, call them what
you will,  has been harsh.

Instead of attacking the
Government, Manne simply set
out the appalling circumstances
of people held in detention. But
in doing so, he ducked two
fundamental questions that
made the book less than useful
as a contribution to the debate
on immigration policy and
Australia’s obligation to the
dispossessed of the world.
Firstly, precisely what, if any,
moral obligation do we owe
people who approach our
shores uninvited. Second, how
many such people can we help
without destabilising domestic
politics. These hard questions
will offend those who believe
we have an obligation to help 
all comers. But in the real
world of practical politics, no
government will open our
borders. All the moral advocacy
in the world will do no good
unless a practical alternative to

detention for people who arrive without immigration
papers, a policy that has bi-partisan support, is
proposed.

Even so, the passage of politics has led to much of what
Manne called for happening. The government’s
uncompromising treatment of boat people stemmed
the flow and as the numbers dropped so did the
political advantage of talking, and acting tough. While
no policy change has been proclaimed, it seems that,
short of more armadas appearing off the north west
coast, this, and the next government,  will likely be
more sympathetic to people seeking sanctuary.  
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sorts of Iraqis, Sunni, Shia and Kurds should get a say
in governing. This failed the Charlesworth standard
because it did not specifically include women (53).
(She must be delighted with the draft Iraqi constitution,
drawn up under US auspices, which allocates specific
parliamentary seats for women). But most of all
Professor Charlesworth was upset that American
action undermined international law, “where like
cases are treated alike and where a system of justice
restrains arbitrary action”(56). A sure way to ensure
that Saddam would have stayed in power forever. 

Nor did it matter that the UN was perverted by
European opportunism in the months before the
War. Because what right thinking supporters of
international law aspire to is not the UN, as we know
it but a better global government in a less naughty
world. Thus Guy Rundle assured us all that, “what is
being fought for in asserting the primacy of the UN
is not the UN in its current form, but the principles of
global consensus and dialogue in the safeguarding of
the interests of humanity – principles which are
contained in embryonic form in the UN”. (159)

But for self-indulgent moralising, it was hard to beat
Professor Gaita himself in full cry. He wrote that he was
glad Saddam Hussein was gone but simultaneously
unhappy with the means that removed him. “All of us are
glad that Saddam’s criminal government has fallen. …
None of us believes that the war was a just means to
those achievements.” (3) This set the tone for his
argument, that no matter how good the cause, in almost
all cases, military action is best avoided in case anybody,
especially on the other side, gets hurt. And of course
Gaita viewed the motives of the architects of the war as
being dubious at best. “The real reason, many people
believe understandably enough, was to serve the
financial interests of the coalition – control of the oil
fields and securing investment opportunities being
merely the most obvious” (87). Gaita may be an
excellent philosopher but when he needs to anchor his
arguments in facts he runs into trouble. This claim is not
supported by any evidence. The extent of US aid, that
Iraq’s oil is funding reconstruction, and the obvious
American desire to get out of the country and go home
all run counter to his allegation. 

And there was more. While John Howard’s desperate
desire to do the bidding of the Americans was mostly
to blame for our involvement in Iraq so was Australia’s
lack of moral fibre. Thus, Gaita contrasted the British
public’s rejection of their government’s case for war
with the inability of Australians to ask the hard
questions:

The British people have refused to put
behind them an examination of why they
went to war, or to succumb to the moral
bullying that denigrates such questioning

But Manne’s essay still did not offer a policy on how
asylum seeker and illegal immigrants should be dealt
with, beyond suggesting that nearly everybody who
turned up should be allowed to stay. And while he
avoided name-calling, he made it plain that he held
ordinary Australian electors to blame for the present
unbecoming policy. Thus he stated that the treatment
of one refugee family demonstrated that Australia “as
a political nation” had lost touch with moral reality
(36). Fine, but occupying the high moral ground is a
good deal less arduous than tilling the grubby fields
of politics, where the real work is done. The core
problems of refugee policy come down to how many
people to accept, on what criteria and what to do with
people who circumvent the process. And on this
practical issue Professor Manne was silent. 

Nor was there much practical politics discussed in
Raimond Gaita (ed) Why the War Was Wrong (Text,
2003). Professor Gaita and his contributors argued
from moral principles so lofty that they cannot see
any less elevated alternatives to their opinions. 

Mark McKenna was especially angry because the
Prime Minister dared to deny the moral primacy of
the war’s opponents (182). Guy Rundle was more
explicit, sneering at the people for being gulled by
the Prime Minister: 

More than two-thirds of those polled
believed John Howard had misled the
Australian public; yet the same number
also believed he had taken the right
course of action in the war. This would
seem to indicate that a significant number
of people are willing to surrender any
demand that the government should have
presented the facts honestly in making the
case for war – as if the result has abashed
them into silence or disengagement. (148) 

The anger of some other contributors was based on
their distaste for the military might of the US. Peter
Coghlan was cross that the Americans dared
presume that a liberal democracy and market
economy might suit Iraq. “In the eyes of many
Muslims, the separation of church and state in the
west has led to godless and sinful societies where the
dominant values are profane ones”(140). Coghlan
must be thinking of countries other than Malaysia
where the Islamic parties were routed in this year’s
state and national elections.

There was more of the same, if at a more
intellectually elevated level, from long-time advocate
of the rule of international law, Professor Hilary
Charlesworth. Thus, the Australian government’s
concern for the oppression of the Iraqi people was
undermined by its treatment of asylum seekers (43).
And she was upset by the American argument that all
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as a self-indulgent and divisive distraction
from the urgent task of rebuilding Iraq.Their
resistance puts Australia to shame. (2) 

An excellent example of the standard MMC position.
When people do not adopt the correct position on any
issue – sneer at them. 

Perhaps the reviewers were intimidated by all this
authorial anger. More likely, they just agreed, but
whatever the reason, the overall treatment of all
these books, was respectful. Especially when it came
to discussions of the work of Robert Manne, the dean
of Howard hating. Geoffrey Barker (Australian
Financial Review, 13 March 2004) called The Howard
Years, “an important anthology” that included
“articles by distinguished academic observers”. It was
less a review than an endorsement. John Tomlinson
on the independent op ed web site (www.online
opinion.com.au, 7 April) produced a pompous piece,
which started, and finished,
with the assumption that all
right thinking people agreed
with him. 

Those citizens who have
bought Howard’s socially
conservative, economic-
liberal ideology lock,
stock and barrel would,
if they read such texts,
claim Robert Manne’s
edited collection to be
biased in favour of left
wing elites. The book
should come wrapped in
a heavy plastic cover
warning such citizens to
stick to magazine stories
of the life and times of
Pauline Hanson, stock
market summaries, and
illustrated coffee-table
books on social etiquette.

For silly, sneering, snobbery it
is hard to beat the MMC in full cry. 

Even as astute a political critic as former cabinet
minister Neal Blewett fell for Manne’s mantra of the
evil wrought by Howard’s populist politics which he
called, “a threat to Australia’s national interests”
(Australian Book Review, March 2004). But not
everybody endorsed what Stuart Rintoul called “the
revenge of the chattering classes”, (The Australian,
19 February 2004 ). Some writers suggested that
occasionally Manne’s minions overdid the demonising.

Paul Strangio made the reasonable point that the
book failed to demonstrate, “how the Prime Minister

has so comprehensively imposed his worldview on
the Cabinet and party room. More serious is that, for
all the preoccupation with Howard, the collection
falls short in enriching our understanding of him
much beyond the image of the master manipulator”
(The Age, 21 February 2004). But it was left to Craig
Johnstone (Courier Mail, 6 March 2004) to point out
the core assumption of most of Manne’s essayists,
that “the bulk of the Australian electorate is too thick
for its own good”. 

In the mainstream media, and even among the e-op
ed journals, Jock Given’s pamphlet was ignored,
apart from a kind, if cumbersome piece, in the
Journal of Australian Studies Review of Books
22/March 2004 (@www.api-network.com) by Melissa
Gregg. This was less a review than a supportive
commentary in which Gregg agreed with pretty
much everything Given had to say, But with 
friends like this Given might have welcomed 

hostile reviewers, if only
they could write, because
Gregg cannot. For example,
“Given’s thoughts on media
regulation are refreshingly
ambivalent as to the merits
of arbitrary quotas when
such an affixation overlooks
significant changes in the
make-up of the industry
internationally”. Whatever
that may mean.

Geoffrey Barker’s book
generated far more interest.
Not all of the commentary
was especially informative,
with most reviewers so
convinced that Barker was
right they were happy to
praise rather than analyse.
Thus, Nick Horden informed
his readers that Barker had
“done readers a favour”
(Australian Financial Review,

8 November 2003) . And when the Fin had another
go (8 December 2003), Jane Richardson confined
herself to a statement of the bleeding obvious:
“Barker is no apologist for the Saddam Hussein
regime,  but sees questions raised by the misuse of
intelligence reports as going to the heart of the
present government’s credibility and trustworthiness” 

Mark Forbes also thought the book’s use was in
conforming what all right thinking people already
knew: “Little in Barker’s book will surprise avid
followers of the debate, but he convincingly documents
the use of suspect, or false, intelligence to bolster the
case for war.” (The Age, 21 February 2004).
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And then there was Anthony Macris, who considered
Gaita’s book in a joint review with other books on the
Middle East. It was a standard piece of outraged
generalisation.  So soon after the “global hug” of the
Sydney Olympics how could we have got to the point
that the Howard Government “would be turning back
leaky boats full of refugees” and could “zealously
commit our troops to the American “liberation” of
Iraq.” But while he was on-message with most of
Gaita’s contributors, he dared to have a go at Robert
Manne for having a bob each way: 

While Manne provides important
observations about how the war came to
happen, he does not really tell us whether
the war was right or wrong. He does
condemn it because its stated goal was to
neutralise the imminent threat of weapons
of mass destruction, and that this threat
on the light of current evidence, was
clearly false. But such an argument is
more in the nature of a logical proof than
one that grapples with the nature of good
and evil. What of the morality of the issue?
When John Howard and his war cabinet, in
the name of the Australian people,
authorised our troops to join their
American counterparts in the attack on
Iraq, were their actions right or wrong in
the broader sense?

A fair question that Professor Manne did not answer.
And this is the most important message from all
these pamphlets. Much of their author’s outrage is
understandable, often justified, but simply
denouncing the government and the people who
elect it does not get us anywhere. The authors of
outrage do not seem understand that governments
cannot work in abstract worlds where moral
absolutes hold sway. The fact that these writers are
most comfortable bellowing about the evils of the
Howard Government demonstrates not only how
irrelevant they are to the workings of democracy but
their utter inability to accept that politics is about
imperfect choices. Moreover, calling the electorate
names for not thinking like they should is pointlessly
bloody-minded. Like it or not, ordinary Australians
still make the decisions on who governs, and there
are a lot more of them than there are members of the
moral middle class. 

stephen4@hotkey.net.au

Natasha Cica (Sydney Morning Herald, 28 February
2004) read the book more carefully than most and
recognised that Barker was worried by the
circumstances that allowed the Howard government
to get away with a half-baked case for war,
“professionalism and its contemporary discontents
are the subterranean themes”. Fair enough, since the
crude attempt to manipulate the media in the 2001
“children overboard affair” every assertion from
John Howard and his ministers should be scrutinised
carefully. But this is exactly what the vast majority of
journalists have always done. 

Anybody who reads the broadsheet press or gets
their news from the ABC will know that journalists
do not take anything they are told by this, or any
other government, for granted.  Geoffrey Barker is
certainly not a lonely voice for truth. Nor is there any
reason for Natasha Cica’s suggestion that the press is
cowered by the government, “outlining the contours
of power, pinpointing its potential for abuse, and
naming unpopular truths are risky”. For whom?
However black the deeds of John Howard, no one
can credibly suggest that  he does not receive a
media hiding when the commentariat think it is
merited. It was in this very spirit that Daniel Fazio,
Journal of Australian Studies Review of Books
22/March 2004 (@www.api-network.com) praised
Barker’s book as “An informed, critical and ever
questioning public, and are non compliant media are
the best defence against political spin”.  By which
logic our well-informed Australian democracy is in
great shape.

There were no reviews of Professor Gaita’s
anthology, just a selection of summaries of the
authors’ arguments. Antony Loewenstein made sure
that he provided a positive mention of all the
contributors, without a word of analysis, (Sydney
Morning Herald, 6 December 2003). Wayne Crawford
(The Mercury, 17 April 2003) did pretty much the
same. Michelle Grattan (The Age, 29 November,
2003) told us exactly what the authors wrote but not
much about what she thought of their arguments.
This is a great skill in a political reporter, but a woeful
shortcoming in a reviewer who is supposed to offer
judgements on whether a book is worth reading. 

It was left to Gerard Henderson (The Age, 16
December 2003) to go to the bother of answering
some of the arguments in the anthology, in the
context of both Gulf wars. He demonstrated that
many of the people who denounced Gulf War 2 for
lack of UN endorsement had opposed Gulf War 1,
which was fought under the auspices of the world
body. And he made the point that while weapons of
mass destruction have not been found the pre-war
argument that they were there was very strong. 
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EDITORIALISING
IRAQ

The foreign policy debate is starting to look
like the Cold War never ended. Stephen
Matchett has been reading the editorials 

T he polls might show people are divided over
Mark Latham’s promise to bring Australian

troops home from Iraq if Labor wins the looming
election, but almost all the leader writers know that
this is the direction of disaster, for both the Iraqis and
us. Except for the ones who saw the Iraq issue as an
exercise in American arrogance. 

For The Fin any idea of bringing the troops home by
Christmas was a bad idea at a worse time:

At the very time when the US needs to be
encouraged to internationalise its faltering
campaign to bring about a stable and
democratic Iraq, to seek a new United
Nations mandate for US-led coalition
troops to remain in Iraq after the transfer to
an interim government, Mr Latham
reaffirms Labour’s troops-out policy and
offers no suggestions for stabilising Iraq.”
(Australian Financial Review, 13 April 2004)

A sentiment endorsed by Perth’s Sunday Times, in a
6 June set-piece that used D Day as a predictable hook:

…the same spirit of determination to fight
for freedom that underscored the
Normandy campaign must be applied to
the confrontation in Iraq. Of course 2004 is
vastly different from 1944. The invasion of
Normandy had total public support back
home. In contrast, the Iraqi conflict is now
starting to divide the homefront as the
Vietnam War did … but if allied troops left
Iraq prematurely it would be tantamount to
abandoning the Iraq people. (6 June 2004)

Perhaps confusing Normandy and Munich, The
Sunday Telegraph (6 June 2004) picked on
appeasement to prove that bailing in Iraq would not
make us any safer:

No country can consider itself immune to
global terrorism, and pulling our troops
out of Iraq by Christmas … will do nothing
to reduce the risk of Australia becoming a
target. Indeed, yielding to the threats of
the extremists would have precisely the
opposite effect. The globalisation  of
terrorism means that it is in Australia’s
interests, not just that of the US, to foster
a peaceful and stable democracy in Iraq.

And The Australian (15 June 2004) let the rhetoric
rip, coming over all Churchillian in its argument that
the imminent hand over to the interim Iraqi
government, with general elections to follow in
January, meant we should stay the course. It was an
argument that presented the situation in Iraq as the
main front in the successor conflict to the Cold War,
the battle between Islamic terror and democracy:

In the week when we mourned the death of
Ronald Reagan, the man who stared down
the Soviets to win the Cold War, and
honoured the men who triumphed over
fascism on the beaches of Normandy,
there was another victory for democracy.
… The establishment of an independent
Iraqi regime as a precursor to democracy
is a profound step, a Middle East
equivalent of the destruction of the Berlin
Wall. … while we are definitely not at the
end of the campaign against terror in Iraq,
we may well be at the end of the beginning.

But it was not all altruism. The Australian (12 April
2004) worried that a Latham Labor government
would strain the Australian America Alliance, which
was definitely not in the national interest:

Mark Latham is either having himself, or the
rest of us, on, with his promise to recast
Australian foreign policy. According to Mr
Latham in a speech last week we should
“build up our self reliance” within the
American alliance. A sound sentiment
perhaps, but one that ignores the real world
of international relations. Australia lacks
the physical resources to totally secure the
defence of our continent. The Australian
Defence Association suggests that without
the United States alliance we would need to
double, even triple defence spending and
introduce conscription. And the idea that we
can somehow withdraw into fortress Australia
ignores the reality of the war on terror.

But if we are a military mendicant, at least we are
lucky in our choice of patron because, overall, the
American are a force for good: 

…we stood with them in both world wars,
in Korea, Vietnam and now Iraq because
we share common values and interests. …
They rebuilt western Germany and Japan
after World War II and kept the global peace
against communism for 50 years. For a
medium-size democracy such as Australia,
the US is the best ally imaginable.

And just in case Mark Latham was not listening, the
paper spelt out the electoral impact of alliance
tampering the next day: 
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…among those Australians who are
focused on the international scene, there
are plenty of voters who, having lived
through a world war and the Cold War,
have seen the strategic significance
importance of the US to Australia. Labor
can’t be so sure of automatic support for
its challenge to the US alliance. (The
Australian, 13 April 2004)

But not everybody agreed. When Deputy Secretary
of State Richard Armitage responded to Latham’s
evacuation plan by suggesting that we had to
understand the alliance was not a list of options from
which we could choose the ones we liked, noses went
quickly out of joint, The Age (12 June, 2004) thought
the Yanks were getting too familiar by half:

Mr Armitage made assertions about the
nature of the alliance that have not hitherto
been held by either side of politics in
Australia. The bipartisan understanding
has been that the alliance is primarily about
co-operation on matters of shared strategic
concern. It is a defence alliance, albeit one
sustained by the shared democratic
culture common to Australia and the US.

What the Yanks wanted was a coalition, not an
alliance, and The Age was having none of it:

What Mr Armitage is describing is not an
alliance, a relationship in which the
partners may sometimes disagree while
continuing to work for shared goals, but a
coalition, a relationship in which any
disagreement potentially imperils the
relationship. This understanding of the
alliance not only differs from the one to
which Australia has historically subscribed;
it is an understanding Australia cannot
accept without diminishing its sense of
self as a sovereign, independent nation.

But the paper was far more mellow when it returned
to the subject a couple of days later. On the basis of
soothing statements made by an unnamed American
official to The Age, that disagreement over Iraq would
not mean the end of the alliance, the paper accepted
why the Americans feared our departure: 

Australia was one of the four coalition
nations that took part in the invasion of
Iraq, and in US eyes an Australian
withdrawal would have much greater
symbolic weight than the Spanish
withdrawal; it could be interpreted as
heralding a collapse of will among
Washington’s closest allies.

And it suggested that Labor should stop playing
politics over Iraq:

If Mark Latham became prime minister
later this year, the official said, he would
still be welcome in the White House. So he
should be. The US would send a
dangerous signal to the world if it refused
to accept the result of an election in a
longstanding ally. But this clarification of
US policy should also prompt a
clarification on Labor’s part, for Mr Latham
has still not said what an Australian
withdrawal would involve. .Mr Latham and
his frontbench colleagues should stop
being evasive. (The Age, 15 June 2004)

In contrast, Adelaide’s Sunday Mail (13 June 2004)
saw no need to be nice to the Americans: 

Verbal attacks and veiled threats by the
Bush Administration on Opposition Leader
Mark Latham must cease immediately. The
bully-boy tactics by the world’s only
superpower are aimed at changing Labor’s
policies on Iraq to suit US interests. … The
threat from the US is clear – toe the line on
(sic) you’re on your own.

And in case anybody missed the point, the paper
added that as we are not the 51st state we can do
what we like:

This foray into Australian domestic politics
is unacceptable. Australians will make
their own judgement about Mr Latham and
Labor policies at the ballot box. They will
not be told how to think and act by US
politicians, certainly not when it comes to
choosing our own leaders. Australians
expect - no, demand - that our leaders put
Australian interests first regardless of
monstering from foreign nations

And for good measure it suggested that while the US
might be a nice enough country it should but out of
other people’s business:

For all the admirable traits of the US – lives
of freedom, pop culture, innovation, justice,
humanitarian aid and more – Americans
still don’t understand why they are so
unpopular in many parts of the world. One
reason is they seem to think they have a
God-given right to stick their nose in and
tell people how to think and what to do.

If this keeps up we may well be on the verge of the
first post Cold War election where foreign policy is an
issue. Delete "Iraq" and insert "Vietnam" in almost
all the leaders to discover that the more things
change the more they stay the same.

Stephen4@hotkey.net.au
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Lo and behold, this prompted Hewson, who lost the
so-called unlosable election to Paul Keating in 1993,
to lecture John Howard about how he should handle
Mark Latham. Hewie (as he is sometimes known)
even suggested that when the Prime Minister sat on
the ground with a group of school children he looked
“like an abandoned school lunch”. Fancy that. There
followed a comment about Howard’s “sort of body
language”.

Yet it was Hewie’s reading of the Prime Minister’s
“body language” that got the former Liberal leader a
gig on Lateline in the first place. So what about the
Hewson prophecy of a May 2004 election? It just got
filed in the false prophecy out-tray. Will this false
prophecy diminish John Hewson’s reputation as a
commentator who knows what is going on “round the
traps”? Not a bit. He’ll be back on Lateline for sure.
And he has a regular gig on Phillip Adams Late Night
Live program. Hewie provides a balance – LNL style.
He criticises John Howard from a Liberal perspective
while former ALP Senator John Button criticises
John Howard from a Labor perspective. Cute, really.
It’s like the international balance on the program.
Most Mondays Bea Campbell gives an assessment
on Britain, from a left-wing perspective – balanced
most Wednesdays by Bruce Shapiro who gives an
assessment of the United States, from a left wing
perspective.

WHEN PAUL MET SALLY
The issue of what makes a columnist was discussed
by Sally Loane and Paul Sheehan on ABC Radio 702
on 20 November 2003 – following the publication 
of his book The Electronic Whorehouse (Pan
Macmillan).

By the way, Mr Sheehan still has not responded to
the letter emailed and posted to him on 24 December
2003 setting out the factual errors, non-sequiturs and
inconsistencies in just one chapter of The Electronic
Whorehouse.  Re which see The Sydney Institute
Quarterly No. 22 pages 12-16. Nor has Pan Macmillan
replied to a (modest) proposal that, before printing a
new edition of Mr Sheehan’s book, it might consider
engaging the services of an editor and a fact-checker
to work on the manuscript. That’s all.

Circa November 2003, Ms Loane was, well, between
columns. She no longer wrote for The Sydney

MEDIA WATCHMEDIA WATCH
GERARD HENDERSON’S

Another column. Another week. Another issue –
except, that, is for columnists who write pretty

much the same piece each week on why John
Howard/George W. Bush-is-a-shocker or some such.
As the weeks roll on, there is a tendency to forget
what a columnist wrote. But not with The Sydney
Institute’s Media Watch – which, by the way, came
into existence before that ABC TV production of the
same name.

JOHN HEWSON’S FALSE PROPHECY
So, let us remember John Hewson’s column in the
Australian Financial Review on 5 March 2004. The
former Liberal Party leader, and contemporary
Howard-hater, commenced his weekly column with a
you-beaut prediction:

More than ever, I feel an election coming
on. And don’t rule out an early one,
perhaps as early as soon after the May
budget.

I see it in the Prime Minister’s body
language and demeanour. I hear it around
the traps. I observe it in the government’s
recent resort to pork barreling. And while
logic doesn’t usually play much of a part
in politics, there is a certain and growing
logic to it. If, indeed, Mark Latham is not
actually having a honeymoon but is likely
to continue to build interest, fascination
and support in coming weeks, then short
of a “show-stopper” blow to his
momentum, an attempt to catch him short,
and early, could be the government’s
remaining hope.

Alas, there was not an election in May or June or July
or August – despite John Hewson’s reading of John
Howard’s “body language and demeanour” and his
hearings “around the traps”. However, Hewson’s
prophecy came to the notice of the ABC TV Lateline
producers and he received an invitation for a gig on
the Monday 8 March 2004. The interview
commenced with compere Tony Jones breaking the
news that the following morning’s Newspoll would
reveal “even more bad news for the [Howard]
government” in that “Labor is now well ahead” of the
Coalition “in both the primary and two-party
preferred vote”. 
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Morning Herald but was yet to be engaged by the
Sunday Sun-Herald. In a columnist’s version of true-
confession mode, Sally told Paul:

Paul, one thing I wanted to ask you, and
this has always bothered me about, I
suppose, the modern media, particularly
the modern columnist. And that is there
seems to be no place for people who have
a pragmatic view or somebody who wants
to analyse issues getting into an
ideological battle. Now, I used to write
columns and I felt that I was neither a
screecher for the right or the left and I felt
very vulnerable because of that. And I
know other columnists too that don’t have
columns any more because they do not
fall into that category of instantly creating
controversy by a right view or a left view
and that bothers me. And I see that across
all newspapers, not Fairfax of News
Limited necessarily but everybody. You’ve
got to be screeching from one corner,
haven’t you?

Those who follow Paul’s columns in The Sydney
Morning Herald and who have read his books Among
the Barbarians (1998) and The Electronic Whorehouse
(2003) might have formed the view that your man
Sheehan was a bit of an ideological  screecher
himself. But he instantly empathised with his
interviewer declaring:

Well it’s a very sore point with me. I mean,
what happened to the [Loane] column?
They [the Sydney Morning Herald] decided
it wasn’t controversial enough and I think
that is a terrible indictment. You know,
what worries me about management is
that they encourage the flame-throwers.
And you know, that applies to the quality
media.

Paul Sheehan, in his less-flame-thrower-than-thou
mode, continued with this theme for some time.
There was even a reference to “poor Sally Loane,
trying to be reasonable on the Herald” only to get
“elbowed aside by the Fox News’s of the world.” In
fact Ms Loane was not replaced by a “screecher” or
even a “flame-thrower” on the Herald’s pages. And
the good news is that she is now back as a columnist
with the Sun-Herald, The Sydney Morning Herald’s
Sunday stable mate.

It so happened that Ms Loane was a delegate to the
Australian-American Leadership Dialogue meeting
held in Washington DC in June 2004. What’s the
Australian-American Leadership Dialogue? Well, it is
the only “leadership” group in the democratic world

which is not elected but, rather, chosen in
accordance with North Korean principles. In any
event, Sally Loane was chosen to be a leader in
Washington. On her return home, she wrote a
column based on how she had prepared for her
overseas leadership gig:

I realised I had a severe case of “frontlog”
when I asked the toll collector on the
Harbour Bridge if he could give me some
of my change from the $100 note in
separate $5 notes. He obliged. Politely and
slowly. Painstakingly slowly. I apologise
now to everyone who waited behind me as
the good fellow counted out my notes, at
least twice. I was grinding my teeth too,
but I had to be patient. You see, it was
Sunday, the banks were closed, I was
heading off overseas the next day for a
week and I needed six days’ worth of $5
notes (times two) for the children’s
tuckshop orders. I had counted out the
bags and written the orders on the front
and all I needed was the money. Instead of
trawling my local shops and pleading for a
fiver here and another there, and wasting
precious time I didn’t have, I figured I
could get them all at once from the
friendly bridge man. Brilliant. One chore
down and about 274 to go. All before I
boarded the plane. (Sun Herald, 27 June
2004)

How about that. Leader Loane left it to a Sunday to
get change for a $100 note. Then she decided to
obtain the required fivers from the toll collector on
the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Then she grinded her
teeth as the toll collector counted out the notes “at
least twice”. But at least she apologised – per
courtesy of her Sun-Herald column – to those
motorists waiting behind her in the toll queue on that
day. Our Sally is no screecher. But it’s likely that
those forced to wait on the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
while she got a $100 note broken down into fivers,
probably did a bit of screeching. Either at the time, or
later, when they read in her column that the Loane
off-spring did not use all the fivers for their tuck-shop
lunch, preferring instead to make their own lunches.
Really.

Meanwhile Paul Sheehan has been up to his look-
reader-no-facts style again. Take, for example, his
column in The Sydney Morning Herald on 19 April
2004. The topic turned on the reaction of the Catholic
Church concerning the construction of the Anzac
Memorial in Sydney’s Hyde Park during the early
1930s. Sheehan referred to the “Catholic archbishop
of Sydney” at the time as “Michael Sheehan”. In fact,
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being infiltrating, er, people into disrupt what’s
happening in Iraq at the moment – is a very good
reason and it’s demonstrative of why we should be in
Iraq in the first place.

Fact: Iran is not an Arab nation. It is a Muslim nation,
with a predominantly Shi-ite majority. Piers Akerman
seems to be unaware of the fact that Persians are not
Arabs.

Piers Akerman’s Insiders hat-trick of howlers took
place in a mere 15 minutes. Quite an achievement
really. Meanwhile, ABC Radio National identity and
Australian columnist Phillip Adams has also been
achieving lately.

PHILLIP ADAMS AS AGONY UNCLE
On Wednesday 21 April 2004 The Bulletin appeared
on newsstands carrying the cover story “Annita
Keating: My Side of the Story”. This consisted of
Jennifer Byrne’s exclusive interview with Annita
Keating. Mrs Keating spoke to Byrne about the end
of her marriage with Paul Keating: “It wasn’t my
doing. Let’s have it straight, it was definitely not my
doing.” She said that Paul Keating had told her at a
“friend’s dinner at their house” that their “marriage
was over”. Annita Keating added: “And I know when
he said it to me, I said it would be the biggest mistake
he had ever made in his life”.

Paul Keating issued a brief written statement saying
that his estranged wife’s comments “necessarily
reflect only one view of events”. However, on 22 April
2004, The Australian carried a page-one story
quoting friends of Paul Keating as saying that Mr
Keating was obsessively devoted to his wife and had
not sought to end their marriage as Mrs Keating had
claimed. None of the friends were named – with one
exception. Step forward ABC personality and
Australian columnist Phillip Adams. Said Adams: “I
know Paul Keating absolutely adores Annita. Always
has and always will, until the day he dies. I know just
how profoundly Paul’s committed to Annita”.

Annita Keating deserved a hearing – as did Paul
Keating – concerning the details of their marriage
break-up. But what was Phillip Adams doing making
a comment about a matter of which he had no
personal knowledge and where he had only spoken
with one party to the conflict? Just being Phillip
Adams, it seems. Oh well, at least it was a relief from
hearing Adams banging on yet again about the evils
of George W. Bush and all that.

Meanwhile the evidence indicates that Adams seem
to be struggling to fill his weekly column. He has
recently devoted whole columns to (I) denying that
he wore a Mao cap on television many years ago and
(22 June 2004) and (II) declaring that “having

Michael Sheehan was the coadjutor archbishop – i.e.
the deputy archbishop with a right to succession.
Then Paul Sheehan referred to “another senior
Catholic prelate, an archbishop Kelly”. This “senior
Catholic prelate” was, in fact, Michael Kelly who was
the real Archbishop of Sydney from 1911 until his
death in 1940. The great man even oversaw the
construction of a great statue to his great self while
he was archbishop. The Kelly statue still stands in
front of St Mary’s Cathedral today.

Paul Sheehan tends to lecture at large about the
quality of journalism. But, here, again he was in need
of a fact-checker. Alternatively, he could have looked
up Michael Kelly and Michael Sheehan in such basic
reference books as The Australian Dictionary of
Biography and/or The Of ficial Directory of the
Catholic Church in Australia. It’s called research.

PIERS SPRUNG ON FACTS
Another research-lite columnist is Piers Akerman –
who writes for the Sydney Daily Telegraph and
Sunday Telegraph and who appears on-the-couch on
the ABC TV Insiders program (compered by Barrie
Cassidy) on many a Sunday morning. Consider your
man Akerman’s hat-trick of blunders during the
panel discussion on Insiders on 23 May 2004. Let’s go
to the video-tape.

• PA ON PETER SPRINGER (sic): “Peter
Springer… Peter Springer wrote a paper last year
about having sex with your dog, you know…”

Fact: It’s Jerry Springer, the American TV compere.
And it’s Peter Singer, the Australian born moral
philosopher with somewhat controversial views – but
not that controversial. 

• PA ON MARK LATHAM: “You’ve got a bloke
[Mark Latham] who rolled Simon Crean by, you
know, effectively one vote last December, um, and
there’s not a lot of love lost around the Labor Party”.

Fact: The Labor Party leadership ballot was held on
Tuesday 2 December 2003. Simon Crean was not a
candidate – he had announced his intention to step
down as ALP leader the previous week. The ballot
was contested between Kim Beazley and Mark
Latham. Latham did not “roll” Crean. Full stop.
Rather, Latham defeated Beazley by one vote.

• PA ON [ARABIAN (sic)] IRAN: “Barrie, I think
there’s one issue that came up yesterday on the
news. And that was, er, Iran saying that – well a
spokeman for Iran, one of the mullahs, saying that
they don’t want to have any economic relationship
with Australia if we go and endorse the International
Atomic Energy Agency’s, er, inspections of Iran.
Now, I think that an act by an Arab nation – which is
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knocked on death’s door on a number of occasions in
recent years” he is not sure that he “would have
made it this far had Howard not been there
provoking, infuriating and appalling me”. (July 13,
2004) A case of “I hate, therefore I am”. Sounds a bit
like Mao, actually.

ALAN RAMSEY’S LONG (1934) QUOTE
Meanwhile the evidence suggests that Alan Ramsey
continues to be Alan Ramsey – despite having his
writing style criticised in the Federal Parliament. On
24 May 2004, Labor MP Michael Danby used the
Grievance Debate to express his grievance against
Ramsey – namely that, in his Sydney Morning Herald
column, the man he called “Alan Scissorhands”, cuts
and pastes and then fills “the great majority of his
columns … with quotations and extracts from works
written by other people and speeches given by other
people”. In other words, VERY LONG
QUOTATIONS.

Michael Danby MP was kind enough not to cite
Ramsey’s main column of 22 May 2004 – the main
piece of which consisted of a VERY LONG
QUOTATION from pollster Rod Cameron. The
Cameron quote took up 21 paragraphs of a 23
paragraph column. Really. On the Saturday after the
Danby attack, however, Ramsey’s column contained
overwhelmingly his own words. Well done. But old
habits die hard – as the saying goes. And it was not
long before Ramsey reverted to type.

• 5 June 2004. In his main column this week
Ramsey’s long quote-of-the-week is taken from
George W. Bush’s comments at the White House on
the occasion of John Howard’s visit to Washington
D.C. Now, as readers of Ramsey will know, he does
not like President Bush much. Even so, your man
Alan decided to remind his readers of this by
inserting – after his VERY LONG QUOTES from
Bush - some very real Ramsey responses. They
include “unadulterated, puking twaddle” and “more
dishonest, puking twaddle”. Clever, eh? Oh, by the
way, two thirds of Ramsey’s side column consisted of
a VERY LONG QUOTE from Mark Latham

• 12 June 2004. This time Ramsey’s main column
was very much his own work. Well done, again. But
his side column consisted entirely of a transcript of a
conversation between John Howard and a talk-back
radio caller. The (unsurprising) Ramsay message
that John Howard had drifted from reality during his
visit to the United States.

• 19 June 2004. The focus in the main column
this week is on Robert Arthur Broinowski, the one-
time Usher of the Black Rod in the Senate in the
1920s who rose (if that is the correct word) to be the

Clerk of the Senate from 1939 to 1942. It’s as topical
as this. The side column consists almost entirely of
quotes from Labor frontbencher Anthony Albanese
attacking John Howard.

• 26 June 2004. Surprise. The column is mainly
Ramsey’s own work – on the ALP’s (belated)
decision to support the Howard government’s policy
on the Pharmeceutical Benefits Scheme. Labor is
now supporting the Coalition on this one – so
Ramsay is critical of Labor and the Coalition. All the
Labor blokes are referred to by their names, without
embellishment. But the Shadow Health Minister is
cited as “Labor’s red-haired Madame Defarge, Julia
Gillard.” What about the side column? Well, a long
quote from “an old Liberal Party friend” bagging the
Howard government takes up only 40 per cent. Not
bad, really.

• 3 July 2004. Alan Ramsey commences the
financial year with a Ramsey hum-dinger. This takes
the form of reproduction in full of three letters
written in, wait for it, February 1934. Yep, a mere
seventy years ago. Two were by one-time Prime
Minister Billy Hughes to J.W. Kitto, Deputy Director
of the Post and Telegraph Department – the other, a
reply from Kitto to Hughes. The topic - the
construction of a public telephone at Palm Beach
(north of Sydney). In short, real hold-the-page
material – in Ramsey’s judgment, at least.

In spite of the insignificant topic and the 1934 date,
Ramsey still manages to work a criticism of John
Howard into his conclusion: “Pulling rank to house a
public telephone seems far preferable to what John
Howard, another illusionist, has been doing to us all
these past eight years.” Good one, Alan.

Alan Ramsay’s readers know what he thinks about
John Howard. Just as they knew what he thought
about his previous political obsession Paul Keating.
But who cares about what Billy Hughes (who was
prime minister from 1915 to 1923) thought about the
construction of public telephones in Palm Beach in
February 1934? Just Alan Ramsay it seems – when he
can reproduce Hughes’ fruity ramblings at great
length.

MARGARET SIMONS – COMPOST-
SEXUAL
Illusions, it seems, are all the rage right now. Take
one-time columnist, and full-time author, Margaret
Simons – for example. Fresh from the birth of her
book Resurrection in a Bucket (Allen & Unwin, 2004),
Simons spoke to Kevin Donnelly about composting
and all that. She told Donnelly that her first boyfriend
was into compost and declared: “Compost is the
loveliest thing on the planet”. (The Age, 27 May
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nearby London comprehensive school. I
ask her home, she rolls a joint and we
begin to watch the mid-week TV movie …
Comes the Heinz Souperday commercial,
a hurricane fuck, another joint. No feigned
love or hollow promises … A farewell kiss,
and the girl rushes off to finish her
homework.

And can this be the same Richard Neville who, in his
1995 self-indulgent memoirs Hippie Hippie Shake,
referred to partaking of a “cannabis cocktail”,
described himself as a “groupie’s groupie” and
reflected:

We were the cutting edge of the sex
revolution, slashing away at the media,
academia, everyday life. This action
proved something of vital importance, but,
for the life of me, I can’t recall what it was.

Now, at age 62, Richard Neville is criticising Gen
Xers for not objecting to a culture (allegedly)
supportive of booze, porn and so forth and for wanting
to have a good time. It is a matter of do as Richard says
and does – but not as Richard said or did.

“OSCAR’S DAD” AND OTHER BORING
STORIES
If, according to Richard Neville, not much can be
expected of Gen Xers – what about the Y Generation?
You know, the likes of Oscar Humphies – who, as he
is fond of reminding us all, is the son of the even
more famous Barry Humphries. Wacko.

As Media Watch reported last time, Oscar Humphries
commenced his “Oscar’s Date” column in Sunday
Magazine (published each week along with the
Sunday Telegraph in Sydney and the Sunday Herald-
Sun in Melbourne) on 14 March 2004. It
commenced: “Let me introduce myself. My name is
Oscar Humphries. My father is famous. Some of my
friends are famous and, although I’m not famous, it
has been a constant in my life.”

OH told his readers that “Oscar’s Date” would report
any acts of “playing strip Scrabble” and share “the,
um, the ins and outs of my deliciously enviable life”.
Get it? Um. OH also advised that his editor tod him to
“write what you know”. Which may explain the
brevity of “Oscar’s Date”. Anyrate, how is the Y-
Gener going - up until the end of the financial year?

• 21 March OH declares “Australian girls remain a
mystery to me. They are unfamiliar and exotic.
Aussie girls represent pastures new – begging for my
wild, rather English, oats.” There follows certain
reflections on “Australian girls”. They “aren’t afraid
to get their hands dirty”, they’re “unpretentious”,

2004). It seems that Ms Simons enjoys nothing more
than getting dirty in a compost bucket. And,
according to Simons, there is more to compost than
meets the eye. Compost, you see, is sexy. As
Margaret Simons tells it:

Compost is earthy and sexy in both the
literal and metaphorical sense. The smells
of sweet, well-made compost are not
dissimilar to the smells of a bedroom after
sex. It is the smell of the stuff of life.To my
mind, a good composter is likely to be a
good lover – in touch with their sensuality
and aware that sex has nothing to do with
airbrushing and deodorising and shaving
and counsels of supposed perfection. Sex
is animal. It is to do with smells, tastes,
fertility and growth. The same things are
true of compost.

It seems that Margaret Simons has developed a new
line in courting. As in – would you like to come back
to my place and inspect my compost? We’ve heard
about metro-sexuals and retro-sexuals. Thanks to Ms
Simons, compost-sexuals are now also in the news.

RICHARD NEVILLE – NOT PORN AGAIN
While on the subject of sex, the word is that one-time
professional hippie Richard Neville reckons that
today’s Generation Xers (i.e. those born between
1965 and 1980 and their young siblings) are getting
too much of it. Who knows, maybe they are too
compost-focused? In a rant calling on the young to be
radical (Sydney Morning Herald, 3 May 2004) Neville
questioned just what today’s Gen Xers and others
stand for:

Booze, porn, shopping, celebrities and
spectator sport, as far as can be discerned
by community habits. The American
dream in our backyard barbecues, rap on
the airwaves, ever more fluttering flags.
“Hey dude” is replacing “g’day mate”.

Apparently all this is primarily the responsibility of
Gen Xers who decline the opportunity to work at “the
front lines” – preferring, instead, to watch movies “in
the front stalls at their Harvey Norman home
cinema”.

How about that. Richard Neville (born December
1941) is now condemning attachments to mind
altering substances and addictions to sex.

Can this be the very same Richard Neville who, in his
1970 book Play Power, wrote about an encounter with
a 14 year old school girl. The reference is at Page 60
of the Paladin edition of Play Power viz:

I meet a moderately attractive, intelligent,
cherubic fourteen-year-old girl from a
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they have “their feet firmly planted on the ground”.
As in – yawn. In this column, OH reports no action of
the “strip Scrabble” genre. But he advises: “My
charm translates, it transcends social and
geographical divides. Oscar means ‘a good time’ in
any language.” Maybe – but get on with it.

• 28 March OH deplores the term “metrosexual”
but admits that he is “a raving metrosexual”. A
straight one. But he still has his faults: “While I try to
look good, I’m still a man with bad habits who
‘forgets’ to shower and lift the seat occasionally.” But
this self-declared “heterosexual metrosexual”
reports no action on the carnal front – nor any
interest in compost. Alas.

• 4 April OH does not “go to many dinner parties”.
But he did attend one such gig with artist Cressida
Campbell and her husband. At Bronte, no less. OH
confesses that he “would be lying” if he said his “days
were full of appointments and dates”. So, he is
planning his own dinner party with his “friend Tom
Holmes a Court”. What’s on?” Well, OH’s “father,
Barry, makes a mean beef stew” and his “stepmother
Lizzie has written three pasta cook books”. Wow.
There is mention of a “girlfriend” but “we’re just
friends”. Shucks.

• 11 April OH went to “about three ‘parties’ this
week”. There is reference to an unnamed “girlfriend”
and to Tom Holmes a Court. It turns out that these
parties are really “openings”, “launches” or
“previews”. Er, that’s it.

• 18 April OH was once stalked by a male, it
seems, and “one especially spooky ex-girlfriend”. OH
expresses his interest in Supermodel Carmen Kass.
He’s given her his “email address” but she has not
offered one in return. Alas. He knows “she’ll write”
and he is sitting by his laptop “for days” waiting.

• 25 April OH “can’t drive a car” but, in Australia,
“girls expect you to drive”. OH intends to get his
licence. Holmes a Court receives another mention –
to no particular effect. And this time it’s “Tim” not
the Tom Holmes a Court of recent memory. Just as
well OH has editorial advice to write what he knows.
By the way, this “Oscar Date” is another short
column.

• 2 May OH has been to “the opening of Roxy Club
in Parramatta”. No kidding. He took a taxi – at the
cost of $70. How shocking. OH knew no one there.
How sad. He took the bus back home to save money.
Good evening.

• 9 May OH likes having his photo taken. But not
when having lunch with his “father Barry”. Enough
said – too much, really.

• 16 May OH declares “acting is in my blood”. As

if we didn’t know. So is his “father”. As if we didn’t
know. OH opines: “We Humphries are talented
people; and I am no exception”. Yes – but you should
do something. Anything – but preferably strip
Scrabble. OH is hoping that he might get a role on
Neighbours. Stay tuned.

• 23 May OH commences: “I went to Queensland
with my father last week” but the “trip was gloriously
dull”. What’s new? The experience was “perfect and
blissful and not worth reporting”. Nevertheless he
wrote it up in “Oscar’s Date”.

• 30 May The old man takes Oscar to Canberra.
The trip is quite “dull”. Just like “Oscar’s Date”,
really.

• 6 June OH leads off by advising his readers:
“The human body is a beautiful thing; my own is no
exception.” But OH is not entirely comfortable with
his body. Here follows an account of an unpleasant
experience at Ginsberg Bathhouse where he
checked in for a salt scrub. Perhaps OH should have
gone for compost.≥

• 13 June OH tells us: “I’m not crazy.” How
reassuring. There is a reference to a girlfriend (not
named) and lotsa comments on text messaging.

• 20 June OH wants to learn “how to dance
properly” and “how to impress the ladies more than I
already do”. Oh – and OH is dancing with a certain
Zoe Tyron. How about that?

• 27 June OH has been “reborn”. Not before time.
At the Higher Octave Bookshop in Sydney. You know
“rhythmic breathing” followed by “euphoria” and a
feeling of being “close to God”. Fancy that. He
“emerged feeling like a new man, feeling a little like
a virgin, ready to be touched for the very first time”.
And so on.

The essential problem with “Oscar’s Date” is that, so
far, no dates have been reported. For the record: Ms
Kass did not write, Zoe Tyron seems but a dancing
partner and OH’s main social engagements take
place with his father – in such exotic locations as
Brisbane and Canberra. Perhaps OH’s column
should be renamed “Oscar’s Dad”.

VOTING FOR JOHN
Apart from Phillip Adams, the columnists who have
spent much of their time since March 1996 bagging
the Howard government are Robert Manne (in the
Sydney Morning Herald and The Age) and Margo
Kingston (in the Sun-Herald and as editor of
Webdiary), Yet both voted for John Howard in the
March 1996 Federal election.

In the lead-up to the 1998 Federal election, Robert
Manne advised that he had “voted for the Howard
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most recent book, she spoke at length to Susan
Wyndham (Good Weekend, 17 July 2004). Wyndham
reported that Garner had spent three years in
“psychoanalytical therapy” before leaving Sydney to
return to Melbourne.  This “gruelling process forced
her to rage and sulk and face the pain she had
cemented over from her marriages and all the way
back to childhood”. The good news is that she
emerged from all this without blaming anyone in
particular.

Yet Garner does contemplate discipline for those 
who take different stances to her. In her book 
The First Stone (1995), Garner reported her
annoyance that the two young women in the book
(who were given the nom-de-plumes Elizabeth Rosen
and Nicole Stewart) had “denied access” to her.
Garner relates that, when told by a journalist, that the
young women had not relented in their refusal to 
talk to her:

At that moment something inside me
snapped. I wanted to find Elizabeth Rosen
and Nicole Stewart and shake them till
their teeth rattled (emphasis in original).

In her Good Weekend profile, Susan Wyndham 
asked Helen Garner about her reaction to Naomi
Wolf’s recent claim that she had been sexually
harrassed by the very famous Yale academic 
Harold Bloom some two decades previously when 
he accepted an invitation to drop around to her 
place and inspect her poetry. The response was, 
well, explosive:

“Oh God!” says Garner and mimes smoke
coming out of her ears. “I wanted to go
over there and spank her bottom. I don’t
see how she could have thought coming
out with that story was going to help
anybody. It just made her look a fool. I
just laughed. No guy gives a shit about a
gorgeous young woman’s poems, that’s
not what they come round for. Wake up!”
Her snicker threatens to become a guffaw
and she runs to the sink for a glass of
water.

So there you have it.  Ostensibly mild-mannered
Helen Garner is a repressed shaker and spanker.
Fancy that?  Well, it sure beats a compost encounter.

Coalition” in March 1996 (The Age, 31 August 1998).
But there was no reference to this fact in Manne’s
The Way We Live Now (Text, 1998). Nor is so
sensitive an issue raised in Manne’s co-edited
collection The Howard Years (Black Inc. 2004).
Understandable, perhaps, in view of the fact that The
Howard Years is very much the repository of
Howard-haters, including Manne himself, Mungo
McCullum and Tony Kevin.

In his post-mortem of the March 1996 Federal
election (The Australian, 4 March 1996), Professor
Manne declared that “the challenge for the Coalition
government will be to honour Mabo without
qualification…”.  Since Manne voted for the
Coalition, it can only be assumed that he expected
that the Howard government would support the
extension of the native title.  Pretty naïve, really.

Professor Manne also indicated that he expected
John Howard to become a republican: “Only a
conservative government can negotiate the passage
to the republic. It is my hope that, particularly for the
sake of the young, Howard will eventually become, as
I have, a belated but convinced and determined
convert to the cause”.  How naïve can you get?

So Manne believed, circa March 1996, that John
Howard was an advocate of native title and a future
republican.  Manne, surely, must be La Trobe
University’s Professor of Naïvety .  It comes as little
surprise, then, that he did not wish to reveal the
extent of his naïvety to his fellow Howard-haters in
The Howard Years.

Margo Kingston, however, has leveled with her
readers. The introduction to her book Not Happy,
John! (Penguin, 2004) commences:

I voted for John Winston Howard in 
1996. Like many Australians, I was angry
with Paul Keating … John Howard has
soothingly assured us he’d smoothed his
more extreme policy edges on Medicare
and industrial relations, and pledged
himself to act as a torchbearer of the
Menzies Liberal tradition. I voted for what I
thought was a healthy turnover of power
in our democracy. Time for a change. Be
careful what you tick for.

Got a problem with the Howard government? Just
blame Robert and Margo.

GARNERING A SHAKE AND A RATTLE
When it comes to blame, at least novelist and
occasional columnist Helen Garner accepts
responsibility for the consequences of her own
actions.  On the occasion of the publication of her


